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attempt to carry, out
the legislative program contained in
the ' governor's call.'
Labor leaders expressed confidence
that they would be able to carry
through their avowed program for the
governor's impeachment. ,
Governor Suffer Collapse
It was uncertain when Governor Am
nions would address the joint sessioni
The governor somewhat' recoveid
from his nervous and1 physical col
lapse of tost night white preparing a
message for the legislature, was at
his office during the morning. Unable to complete a formal message he
planned to go' before the legislature
in joint session andAiddress then on
thft subiet Of that strike and tonics
Included in his call. These cjmprlee
payment of the militia, a coinpulsory
arbitration law, establishing a state
constabulary, laws giving the governor
authority to close saloons in times of
internal disorder and to, regulate fShe
sale and
of fife' arms, .and
an appropriation to meet the .expense
'.': );:t
of the special Besslonl
A modification of the suggestion for
a legislative investigation was that the
report be made to an ad journed ses
sion of the present legislature to convene within. 30 or 60 days. This modification appeared to meet with more
general favor than that the report be
made to the twentieth general as6em-bly, and some members ventured a
prediction that a program of this char
acter would be agreed upon.
The vote on speaker in the democratic caucus follows:
Slattery, 23;
B. E. Kennedy, Eagle county, 11 ;
Gallup, Pueblo, 5; absent, 5. It
was pointed out that the 23 who voted
for Slattery and the five absentees
formed the combination of 28 mem
bers who controlled the house during
the regular session a year ago.
The senate was called to order at- 12:11 o'clock by lieutenant Governor
Stephen R, Fitzgerald. In his invoca
tion the senate chaplain, 'Rev. John
Waldraven. prayed that "the acts of
with the
the legislature be consistent
.
'
f
or
tne
creaiur.
and
goodness
majesty
Senators Joyce,
Roll call showed
Hilts, Bellesfield, Reynolds and West
absent. Senators Bellesfield and Rey- 000,000, and no
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Trinidad, Colo., May 4v District
torney J. J. Headrick said today that
be had been, asked by representatives
of the southern Colorado coal mine
owners to call upon Major W A. Hot
brook, commanding the federal forces
in Colorado, and request him to arrest
every man in the San Rafael tent colony of the strikers on charge of murder, growing out of the Forbes battle.
Mr. Hendrick declared he had refused
to accede to the request of the opera
tors.
i
Pay Day Is Observed

In accordance with plans announced last night Major Holbrook today
provided guards for the paymasters
of the strikers and of the various companies at camps where this was pay
dayij The major refused to permit the
use of armed guards by either party,
and furnished soldiers from his own
troops for the sertvce. , The strikers'
paymaster distributed strike benefits
at Starkivlle, Morley, Wootton, Sopris,
Piedmont, Segundo, Valdez and Weston.
"Inquest Tomorrgw
Coroner B. B. Sipe announced that
the Inquest over the men killed In the
Forbes battle would open tomorrow
morning, the first testimony being
taken on the scene of the fight.
Mounts to the number of about 250
for the use of tne troopers in the
southern fields reached Trinidad last
night. Some of the animals were sent
today to outlying military camps.
A meeting of all members of the
Ludlow local of the miners' union was
called for 1 o'clock at the San Rafasl
that the matcamp. It
ter of rebuilding the Ludlow tent
and possibly the subject of disarmament would be presented to the
strikers.
The meeting at the San Rafael camp
developed only a discussion of methods
of regulating the camp itself. Tents
were assigned to the men, and arrangements made for doing the cooking and other work of the encampment.
The Trinidad agent of a large eastern life insurance company today received instructions not to write any
more life insurance policies in the
strike zone until conditions become
settled.
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The administration supporters generally appeared to favor the payment
of the militia but were met with
threats by opponents that if such legislation was attempted an eftort would
be made to secure the governor's
During the forenoon a suggestion
was heard that the senate and house
appoint a joiint committee to investigate the strike situation and report to
the twentieth legislature, which convenes next January, and adjourn sine
i!le, leaving the present strike situation to be handled by the federal ait
thorilies: Such a course would mean
no provision for meeting the military
Indebtedness, roughly estimated at $1.,- -

A

noldVrenUy'were'a
ters at Pueblo and Greeley,

respective-

ly, and are not expected to participate
in the session.. The governor's call
for the special session then was read.
The house was called to order at
12:15 o'clock by Chief Clerk R. P. Ru-- '
bin. Roll call showed Representatives
II. W. Bennett, J. A. Cantu and Pearl
Gates absent Hallett Gallup of Pueblo
was selected temporary speaker.
J. H. Slattery was nominated for
speaker by W. W. Rowan of Ouray
county. At the last minute the re
publicans and progressives decided to
make Horace Mann floor leader, and
selected John S. Hasty as their candidate for speaker. Slattery was chosen
speaker by a Btrict party vote, the
complimentary vote of the republicans
and progressives going to Hasty.
Floor Leader Mann, speaking for the
republicans and progressives, declared the present situation in the state
demanded serious consideration and
moved to cast the entire vote of the
house for Slattery:' "ife stated that it
was no time for politics and announced
that the republicans and progressives
would go down the line In support of
the state and its institutions..;
Representatives Mrs. Frances" S.
Lee, Mrs. Agnes Riddle and John jS.
Hasty were named to escort Slattery
to the speaker's, chair.
George W. Musser, chief justice of
the supreme! court, administered the
oath. In accepting the office Speaker
Slattery said the members had met
"to do business and ,not to talk." The
governor's call for the special session
Flncher,
was read. Representatives
Rowan and Tait were appointed ., to
notify the senate that the house was
e
The house
ready for business.
were
to notify tha governor
Representatives Rowan, Hasty and

''

Denver, May 4. The Colorado legislature convened In extra session today
a
la response to a call by Governor
to consider matters connected
with Colorado's coal strike. The selection of J. li. Slattery as the democratic caucus candidate for speaker
iby a vote of 23 to 17, scattering, was
regarded as a victory for the supporters of Governor Amnions This assured Slattery's election as speaker.
The combined republican and progressive complimentary vote was expected
to go to Horace Mann of Garfield
county, who was selected on a fusion .Lee.
Am-mon-
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"I expect jo,

each,.,.

call. a caucus

soon , to

endeavor to get the program ratified
and we expect to drive it through
both houses of congress by July 1."
Mr. Underwood was asked if he
thought the program could he put
through both houses as early as July
1.'

"

i
F LOCK
U f i i.C HOOK
Little Rock, Alk, May 4 From ev
ery part of Arkansas delegations of
the Fraternal Order of Eagles came to
the capital today for their annual state
convention. In honor of the visitors
the downtown section of the city is
gayly decorated. The convention program provides for a mammoth street
parado and numerous features of entertainment, in addition to the custom
ary business sessions.'

eagle's

'"Yes," he replied, '"it can; it we
all get together and play ball, which
we will do."
The house leader said that the
Mexican situation might, of course, at
any time absorb the attention of con
WOMEN GATHER IN ROME
gress and Interfere with the program,
of
see
Rome,
May 4. Women from all the
prospect
not
did
any
but he
lending nations of the world are now
such a development yet.
gathered in Rome to take plart in. the
meeting of the International Council
HOARD
of
Women. The (Program of? the gath
SCHOOL
CHICAGO
ering was formally inaugurated this
with a receotion to the del
JAILED
The
egates held in the Hotel
council'
win
tne
oi
regular sessions
THIRTY DAYS BEHIND BARS ARE begin tomorrow, with the Coutess of
OUT TO EIGHT
METED
Aberdeen presiding.

jlSIBEHHRE
PROMINENT
Chicago, May

Qtiia-inal-

MEN

XBigh't members

of

the Chicago board of education, in
cluding its president, were sentenced
tod1y to 30 daysi ia the county jail ior
contempt of owirt for refusing to obey
the order of Circuit Judge Foell reinstating four members of the board.
The situation hinges on the dispute
over the retention of Mrs. Ella Flagg
as superintendent of the
Young
schools.

THEY WANT A CHANGE
4. Senators
May
Washington,
Hitchcock and Norris of Nebraska,
and
Senator Warren of Wyoming
from
house
the
of
delegations
members
those states conferred with Secretary
McAdoo of the treasury department
todav concerning the transfer of the
regional bank business of those two
states from Kansas City to Chicago.

r
TODAY

L.

oeiats

BREAKS OUT

$3,100,000.

TEDDY COMING
a conWashlngton.Ma y
Madrid, May 4. Miss Bell Willard,
ference with, President Wilson today
of the American, ambassador
Majority Leader. Underwood announc daughter
reed an agreement had been reached to to Spain, Joseph E. Willard, has
Roose--velfrom
Kermit
ceived
a
telegram
put through, the Clayton omnibus antito whom she j engaged to be
trust bill, the Covington interstate
married,
saying he will arrive in Listrade commission bill and a bill to
20. "The Roosevelt party is
bon
May
of
securiIssuance
stock
regulate the
reach Vm liados from the
to
ties, as well ajS a rural credits meas- expected
7. Colon tl Roosevelt will
Amazon
May
ure, before congress adjourns.
to.
York, going thence to
first
New
Mr. Underwood announced that he go
lie'' will meet his son
where
Madrid,
rat
iwould call a democratic caucus to
f
about June 8.
ify the program which ha arranged
with the president and that it was the
JELKE GOES TO JAIL
aim of the president and himself to
F. Jelke,
May
Chicago,
have congress, adjourn by July 1.
was
manu;i,cturerer,
oleomargerine
was
desirous
"The president
very
hentenced to
fined
$10,000
nd
today
of pressing the presidential primary
two years in jail for conspiracy to debill," he said. "That was the original
fraud the government of taxes on ilplan, but Judge Rucker, chairman of
colored oleomargerine.' Seven
licitly
has
been
the committee on elections,
iu U o oleomargerine
defendants
other
111 and that has delayed the subject
connected in vathem
of
most
cases,
so that it is not now a definite part
tins John F.
Mi
of the program, but the president is rious capacities
$2,500
fined
v
Feike
'company,
still hopeful we may be able to take

it

IN CONGRESS

Washington, May

j
!

4.

Senate: Met at

noon.

Senator Townsend spoke against
tolls exemption repeal.
House: Met at noon.
Miscellaneous bills requiring unan
imous consent considered.
Representative Goulden of NewYork delivered speech in tribute to the
late General Daniel E. Sickles'.
Representative Witherspoou, Missis
sippi, eulogized seamen of the Atlantic
fleet who fell at Vera Cruas.
Public land committee continued
hearing of a bill for regulating water
power on public domain.
OLNEY IS ADMINISTRATOR
WilWashington, May 4 President
son has selected Richard Olney, former secretary of state in the Cleveland administration, to be governor of

the federal reserve board, and Taul
r
Warburg of New York to be a (mem-beof the board.
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WHY is
People
swearing
and then
next one

Washington1; "May 4. The Mexican
situation In all its aspects was again
tefore the South American mediators
when they resumed their sessions at
the Argentine legation today. They
planned as their first move to go to
gether to the slate department for a
reply to their request for the appointment of a delegate from the United
States with his name, if the appointee
had been determined on. The Huerta
delegate, it was believed, would be
either Joaquin P. Casaus, now In his
way here from Carlsbad, or Zacacona
financial
K. Inclan, former Mexican
adviser at London, and the Carranza
Zubaran,
delegate, probably' Rafael
now here.
It was learned from an authorita
tive source Carranza had sent a furth
er telegram to the mediators, inquir
ing as to their request for the ap
pointment of a Carranza delegate, the
extent of his functions and whether
this would be limited to the contro
versy bfiwpon the United States and
shown

a carnival?
are always
off on 'em
going to the
that arrives. jf
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FIRM FAILS
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THROUGH

ANTI-TRUS-
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MONDAY, MAY 4, 1914.

FORCED

raweoo

i

TELEGRAPH SERVICE

Philadelphia, May 4. The failure of
Cramp, Mitchell & Company, bankers
and brokers, was announced on the
Philadelphia stoc k exchange today,
with liabilities exceeding $3,000,000.
It has been known for some time
that the firm wag in difficulty, owing
to severe losses on underwriting operations. One of its enterprisea was
an asbestos corporation with headENTIRE PRESIDENTIAL PROGRAM quarters In Canada. This concern
MEXICAN DICTATOR IS ADVISED
three years ago, but was subBY HIS FRIENDS TO RESIGN
WILL BE COMPLETED'. BY
.
sequently reorganized, the stock and
FROM OFFICE.
FIRST OF JULY
bond Issue being scaled down from
$18,000,000 to $ 10,000,fiW. . Besides the
asbestos operations the firm was inso
EPIESENTAjlVE IS7 CHOSEN
volved in a coal prodiicts corporation,
"
r'
which also failed to .come up t6 expecSAYS AGREEMENT HAS
BEEN tations.
CASE WILL BE PREMEXICO'S
Theodorel
was
REACHED ON
The firm
composed 0f
SENTED TO MEDIATION BOARD
'
W. Cramp and Howard m. Mitchell
f BY " EM I LIO" RABASA ". '''
AND OTHER MEASURES
bfeenf
111
some
for
the latter, who has
time, was the board member. An Inwas
OEY ONE STUIiLlSO-ELOCvoluntary petition
filed in the United .States district
court here and Immediately granted.
MEXICAN SITUATION MAY INTERBE SENT
On the petition the liabilities were NO MORE TROOPS WILL
VENE TO CAUSE DELAY IN
TO VERA CRUZ UNLESS WAR
and the assets
given aa $3,000,000

CYCLONE IN TEXAS
Texarkana, Texas, May 4. It was
passed
reported!' here that a cyclone
about 11 o'clock
through Maud, Texas,
13
today, killing four and injuring
this
from
wires
All
city to
persons.
that section are down, and it is im
possible obtain any details of the
VStrom.
Later reports from Maud say the
dead were Pearl White, Gertie Mur
Strikers Relinquish Arms
phy and a child of a Mr. Shelton. The
Walsenbui-g- , May 4. Leaders of the Injured were" given as 1.8 to 20.
United Mine Workers of America an
Another report declared three pernounced today that all arms in the sons were killed by a tornado at Red
nosseseion of strikers in Huerfano Water, Texas, and several Injured.
county would be turned over to Cap Red Water is ten miles east of Maud.
tain C. C Smith on Wednesday.
EXTRA SESSION AT ALBANY
The strike leaders1 said that today
Albany, N. Y.,, May 4. Called to
and tomorrow couriers would be sent
mem
through the Walseaitourg district to gether by Governor Glynn, the
York legislature as
New
their
to
of
the
strikers
bers
the
all
bring
notify
ses
guns to union headquarters here. The sembled today in extraordinary
a
consideration
The
of
scattered
sion.
large
through
are
appropriastrikers
expanse of mountains and canyons tion bills Is the ostensible purpose of
and it was thought that two days the Bession, though it is understood
would ba necessary to reach them all. that the proposed amendments to the
new direct primary law and other
matters may be brought forward.
(Continued on Page Five.)
'

WIF5E

1

no signs of negotiating.

j

workers to the fields and had under
taken to give them protection as far
.' . .
as possible,,'
Marines' Bodies Coming
President Wilson plans to go to
Brooklyn Monday and meet the Mon
tana, which is bringing to the United
States the bodies of the men killed at
Vera Cruz. This statement was made
early today by Secretary Daniels after
a conference with, the president. In
case public business makes it impos- IT IS TAKEN FROM EL PASO TO
sible for President Wilson to leave
FORT WINGATE TODAY AT
j
i
Washington, be will send a personal
GREAT EXPENSE
representative with a letter from him
to welcome the funeral ship,
HIS OEEN
s":7 "..

FEDERAL ARMY

.

i

BURDEN ON
AMERICA

Mexicans

-

OETpSFfiEFO

Make Demands

Another fruitWashington, May
less demand made by Mexican sol- WILL CONTINUE TO DO SO UNTIU
'
TROUBLES IN MEXICO ARE
diers for the surrender' of the water
works just outside of Vera Cruz was
AT AN .END
reported to thei war department toaay
by "General Punstoa.' The report said
EVENTUALITIES
Mexican offleer called oa ani Ameri TS'AVCID
can putpo-s- t to surrender, but made
no' vigorous efforts to enf ore their
UNITED STATES DEEMED IT AD
demand. The Mexicans retired and
VISABLE TO REMOVE HUERTA
no shots were fired. General Funston
MEN FROM THE BORDER
has asked for instructions as to con;
templated steps.
El Paso, Texas, May 4. The 3,0O0
Americans Return to Sonora
men of the Mexican federal army, acDouglas, Ariz., May 4. Fully 200 companied by 1,900 women and chil
Americans have returned to Sonora dren, who have been interned at Fort
within the last three day. Sime of Blis3 since they crossed the internathem were without money, audi prefer tional border after sniffering defeat
red to return to their jobs in the min- by the constitutionalists at Ojinagt
ing camps rather than await more de- and were taken in charge by United
finite assurances of safety.
States troops, were entrained today
Because of apprehension among for- for Fort Wingate, New Mexico.
trains carrying ap
eigners over the outcome of the celeThree
brations of the fifth of May, the Mex- proximately 2,000 federal soldiers left
ican independence day, Colonel Calles today, and four more sections will deof the constitutionalist forces has Is- part tomorrow. Each section was unsued strict orders for the suppression der command of one of the 14 federal
of any
demonstrations.
enerals who sought safety across the
border after their disastrous defeat byGeneral Villa at Ojinaga, Lieutenant
Refugees Reach Vera Cruz
Vera Cruz, May 4. A refugee train Colonel Frederick
Perkins of th
with 75 Americans on board arrived Twentieth United States infantry waa
here today shortly before noon. They in command of the transfer to Fort
left Mexico City Sunday morning.
Wingate.
Three companies of the First batAmericans Come to New York
talion of his regiment and the entire-SeconNew York, May 1. The Ward line
battalion guarded the prison
steamer Guantanamo arrived today crs on tha journey and; will turn them.
from Tampico. Vera Crnz and Havana,
vi'itli " i S' refugees 'rronf 'Ta urpreofla.-'
'
cfabi'si'&ii-- t'
Varl
two from Vera Cruz. Most of them
General Jose Ines Salazar, under inare women and children.
dictment in New Mexico on charges
of having violated the neutrality laws,
NICABEN'S LEG BROKEN
was among the federals on the first
Washington, May 4. Nicabeu, a pet section. He has been confined In the
collie belonging to Miss Eleanor Wif- - stockade at Fort Bliss, but will be
son, came to grief at the White House taken temporarily to Fort Wingate to
today. While running near an auto- await his trial, which is set for some
mobile the dog slipped and one of his time this month at Santa Fe.
hind legs was crushed by the machine.
Maximo Castillo, charged with, being
A veterinarian was summoned and set the leader of the band responsible for
the broken leg.'
the Cumbre tunnel explosion and lira
on tha Mexico and Northwestern railroad, also was sent on the first secGENERAL SICKLES
tion, accompanied' by a special
'
f
guard.
With the' exception of the littla
BY DEATH group of Cnitvd States soldiers which
occupied the fend sections and platforms of each car, the Pullman porters
HIS WIFE, LONG ESTRANGED, IS of the tourist sleepers of which tha
trains were composed, were the most
WITH HIM AT THE TIME OF
martial figures on the trains.
HIS PASSING
Only shreds of uniforms remain to
New York, May 4. While 'arrange most of the prisoners and no attempt ,
ments for tha funeral of General Dan to maintain any military formation
iel E. Sickles, who died Jast night, had was made by the little clumps of men,
not been completed today.lt was said women and children which srufrieJ
to, be likely the old soldier, last of from the barbed wire stockade dragthe brigade commanders of the civil ging with them a varied assortment of
pots, pans and personal belongings.
war,,would be. buried with military The
entire personal baggage cf on
In
Arlinghonors.,, lie may be buried
ton beside the military leaders of the cheerful looking Mexican woman consisted of one new and; entirely unused,
nation.
General Sickles' end came peacefully broom.
at 10 minutes after 9 o'clock last night, A swarm of Mexican men and womin his home. With him were his son en gathered last night and early todajr
Stalton and his wife, from whom he as close to the stockade as the guard
had been estranged for i years. A would permit, and shouted fareweiJ
reconciliation was effected only last messages' and greetings to their
friends inside the wire fttce. Many,
Thursday.
wrote notes and tossed them into tha
air in the hope that the stiff breesa
FAMOUS PORTRAIT RUINED
toward the fence would carry
London,-- . May 4. The portrait of blowing
their missives vrithla reach of tha
Henry James, the novelist, by John
A dog belonging to one of
Singer Sargent, the American artist, prisoners.
was made the carrier
the
prisoners
hanging in one of the galleries of the for
many
letters, trotting back ami
Royal academy, was ruined this afterforth
with
the notes tied to his collar,
noon by a suffragette.
The woman
declined to accept parcels p.,t
wb? committed the outrage gave her but he
name as Mrs. Wood. She belongs to business and rolled in the dust v. hen
the group of militants called "the a heavy package of tobacco was t?e
wild women." Mrs. Wood was accom- to his back.
Since their arrival iiore, jt:re fcav
panied by a man who attempted to
been several attempt by rr'vMner Ut
her.
The
restrained
who
those
impede
crowd turned on him and Rave him escape. Two prisoners vwe uhot an.J
a .beating, The academy was opened seriously wounded by trie pr,';!..?i
IM
they attempted to cut &
to the pubiift today.
lighted the Flor!.!il.
.

m

n

anti-forclg-

Wins-its.--.--

Their sessions began late this morn
ing, having been together until nearly 1 a. m. last night.
The mediating envoys reached the
state department and! went Into con
ference with Secretary Bryan shortly
before noon. Ambassador Da Gama
of Brazil and Miuister Naon of Argentina arrived 0rst A few minutes later
the Chilean minister, Mr. Suarez,
joined them. Secretary Bryan said
that some announcement might be
made later.
General Hueiia informed' tiie mediators late today that I). Kmelio Rab- asa, a Mexican jurist, and AugustJ.no
Garra Callndo; under secretary of justice, have been selected as delegates
to confer with the wjdiators.and that
a third name would 5je submitted tomorrow.
American Representatives Not Named
In making announcement of tha
Huerta delegates after a conference
with the mediator.?. Secretary Bryan
said that: thjm.ertc.an representatives had not yet been' chosen. While
were in
the mediation conference
progress, Secretary of WTar Garrison
discussed the situation at Vera Cru
with department heads. The secre.
tary said no late reports had been re:
ceived from General Funston and nu
more troops had been ordered to reinforce the Americans now at the
base of thM government's' Mexican
operations,
'
It was reported, however,, plans
were in readiness for immediate action should there arise any hostile
movement on tho part of the Huerta
forces in the vicinity of Vera Cruz.
Huerta's Strength Wanes
Reflecting some credence to state
ments made by Mexico City refugees
that General Huerta was in desperate
straits and some of his own supporters were consileriug making a demand that he resign to be succeeded
by Minister ofWar Blanquet, messages
have been received here in diplomatic
circles to the effect that Huerta's
strength was rapidly waning. Operations, it was learned here, in the oil
fields at Tampico are .to be resumed
just as soon as the employes can be
gathered from the places where they
fled when the military operations at
Tampico threatened the destruction of
the oil properties.
4
II. iry Cil'n r,
the British
Sir Cecil Spring-Rico- ,
WiohJ'irton, '
secured
from ueoma
from
a
Kir
ambassador, received notice
pitcher
!'.-- ,
rvh"-- d i
Lionel Garden, the British minister la "Teih," lm- U.t
t
Wa-1
ii
i
t"n An ' .a h
Mexico City, that General Knerta tad
It
,e c'j'i.
consented to the return of the oil the IH-- i Smmw V
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

' TWO

stop position, and Marshall at second
were responsible for two pretty doubles, while Grinslade in left field
speared the ball at times and places
where a put out seemed impossible.
Other players on the team did well.
of the. two teams was as
The

SIDE LOST

ZAST

IRD

Gill 10

ARMED

GUAM

TAKE CARE OF

lineup

MS

follows:

CONVICTS

West side Nleto, c; Salazar, p;
Larrazolo, lb; Ellsworth 2b; Montano,
ss; Angel, 3b; Lujan, If; F. Frank, cf;

'
NUMEROUS ESCAPES FROM ROAD
BASEBALL GAME YESTERDAY WAS Armijo, rf.
CAMPS SHOW HONOR SYSTEM
East side Ettinger, c; Davy, p;
A GOOD ONE; SALAZAR PITCHIS IMPRACTICAL
ss;
Tamme,
2b;
BALL
ED GREAT
Harris, lb; Marshall,
cf;
White,
If;'
Grinslade,
3b;
Herzog,
Santa Fe, N. M., May 4. The escape
Yesterday afternoon at Amusement Blood, rf.
walked
and
three convicts from the road gang
men
of
21
team
fanned
baseball
side
Salazar
West
piirk the
Eleven
men.
7
deat
Nogal camp, below San Marclal in
Frank Angel,
one. Davy fanned
fcwuied

by Captain
were Socorro, Sunday has raised the quesfeated the East side team, under the hits were made off Davy while 5
tion of the best means of dealing with
three
Salazar.
of
John
Harris,
obtainedfrom
by
captainship
as
follows:
credited
finwere
prisoners who are put out to work on
Errors
runs iu a hard fought game. The
1.' the roads.
1;
Annijo,
0.
Montano,
3
to
side
was
West
score
al
1.
Some time ago a conference of of
Up to the ninth inning of the game, East side Herzog, 2; Harris.
umas
was held at the state peniten
ficials1
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Relieves Bladder Distress and
it without apparent exertion.
Weaknes
Diseases Start With
A new "find" was on the mound for
Irregular, painful bladder weaknesses Most Children's a Cold
the East side, and his work was good disappear whan the kidneys are strong
Restlessness, feverishness, an inflamFoley
This was a real player named Davy. and healthfully active. Take scalded thoat and spasmodic cough maybe
that
Pills
for
burning,
Kdiney
in. Give
He showed steadiness and headwork,
painful action-beav- whooping cough is starting
ing sensation-irregular- ,
and although the West side managed
sore feeling and bladder dis Foley's Honey and Tar promptly. It
to take 11 bits,. Davy's work may be tress. You will like their tonic res- helps Ihe children so very nruch, aal
Mo., says:
torative effect the relief from pain Mrs. Shipps, Raymondsvilfe,
classed as successful.
it and it is a
results
from
"I
fine
got
no
Contain
results.
quirk good
Grinslade
Tamme, Marshall and
harmful drugs. Try them. O. G. great medicine for whooping cough."
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
formed a trio of strength for the East Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Store. Adv.
eide.
Tamme, who held the short- - Adv.
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DESERT

SAHARA

Modern Methods and Machinery F(
low Advent of Italian Civilization In Tripoli.

Paris. Following
the advent of
Italian civilization in Tripoli formerly part of Turkey's North African
empire modern methods and machinery are rapidly being brought into
play to reclaim its sandy wastes, as
the French have done in the neighboring states of Algeria and Tunisia,
and as the English have done In
Egypt.
Lack of water for Irrigation being
the chief handicap of Italy's new colonies of Trlpolitanla and Cyrenalca,
every effort is being made by the
conquerors to develop the precious
fluid. In the picture Is shown a, wind-m- i
which,, it is confidently predicted,
will solve the problem. It is not n
ordinary windmill. The usual flimsy
manufactured in
type of
air-mot-

-

'

"

.n-

New Windmill for Sahara.

GEORGIA-ALABAM-

Philadelphia. Engineers in charge
of the excavations for the foundations
of the addition to the
hotel at Broad and Walnut streets asserted that central Philadelphia with
its skyscrapers is' rc'ting on a floating
island and may at"uy moment be ingulfed in quicksand.
Forty-fiv- e
feet below the Btreet level
workmen poked their picks through
the shell-lik- e
covering of an underground lake, the waters of which rise
and fall with the movements of the
tide. The engineers asaert that far
underground this ''lost water" is
ebbing and flowing just like at the
open seashore.
How high the water rises or how
low it falls is difficult to figure, they
say, for this subterranean flood which
is surging backward and forward beneath Philadelphia is Hot "free" waRitz-Carlto- n

Quick on the Trigger
With a Snap-ShEye
ot

crack trapshooter has to be a man
steady nerves and muscles absolutely under control always ready, at
the sudden jerk of a string to swing his gun
into place and bringdown his clay .pigeon.
This means trained, not to the minute,
but to the
He takes no chances
with his nerves.
W e present the names of some of these
crack shots who smoke Tuxedo. They like
to smoke; but they take no chances on a tobacco that might "throw them off."

THE

GEORGE W. MAXWELL
n
frapsliooter

"1 find relaxation and complete
enjoyment in Tuxedo. It's a nerve
steadier and a sure fire, slow burn
ing tobacco. Easily my favorite."

split-secon- d.

n
The

f

k
"

is purposely made to give you all the bene-

TOM A. MARSHALL
famous trapshooter
Tuxedo tobacco is unquestion

ably the acme of perfection ; smok
iije better
ing I uxedo mattes
Worth living."

fits of the highest grade smoke. It is made
from the very finest tobacco Kentucky
grows ripe, mellow, sweet and mild old
Burley, ' aged right up to perfection-day- .

Then treated by the original "Tuxedo

Tuxedo has had many

I
!

e.

i

f

fred Gilbert

II

!!
If

the celebrated trapsrot(i
The coolest, most fragrant,
tnot pkatant tobacco in my ex
Tuxedo.
Leads in
I -- i'V'ice

Famous green tin with gold let- tering, curved to fit the pocket

Convenient pouch, inner - lined
moisture-proo- f
paper . .

With

Ivv,

j

,

5cr
I
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Clan

Humidor

AMERICAN

50c and 90c

TOBACCO COIKPANY

Established

APPEAL

t

j7

1862

South SidePLaja

We think it will be

fair and warmer tomorrow.

MAN'S TROUSERS

BLEW OUT

Garment Contained $180 in 'Em, and
Whole Train Get Excited Over
Accident.
Los Angeles. Without trousers and
minus f ISO contained therein, Smith
Beavers, a traveling salesman, gave
train a
passengers on a
scare. The train was speeding Bixty
miles an hour between Ontario and
Los Angeles when Beavers' trousers
slipped out of a window in the sleeping car. Beavers made known his
predicament with shouts and wild
gesticulations.
The train was stopped and the conductor telephoned back to Ontario, requesting the baggage agent to institute a search for his passenger's garment The train then resumed its
journey to Los Angeles with Beavers
wrapped in a blanket.
The trousers were found with the
money in 'em.
CATCHES

35-PON- D

d

TopeUa, Kaa., May 4 Don A. Mouu-Daand Mrs. MounDay, convicted in

y

Let Us
Be Yours

the United States district court of the
charge of using the mails to defraud,
will jointly appeal io the United
States circuit court of appeals. MounDay filed a bond of $5,000 on the day
of hia sentence, April 14, and Mm
MounDay filed an appeal foond of
thia morning.
t
MounDay received a fine of $1,000,
costs, and a sentence of two years in
the federal prison. Mrs. MounDay was
fined $300 and costs. In the office of
the United States district attorney this
morning Mrs. MounDajy said that she
would appeal with her husband in an
endeavor to obtain a reversal of Judge
'
Pollock's decision, The circuit court
for the Eighth district ia represented
by Judge Hock, Judge Sanborn, Judge
Smith and Judge Adams.
The appeal to tho court of appeals
means that another .big legal battle
will be forthcoming between Fred
Robertson, district attorney, and the
For a year the governMounDaya,
ment produced a mass1 of evidence
against the couple in their operations
with New Mexico sugar lands. Mr.
and! Mrs. MounDay were arrested last
summer and tried at the January term
of federal court at Kansas City, Kas.
Sentence wasi pronounced last month
The costs of the case
in Topeka,
amounted to over $4,500 for each of
the defendants. In Kansas City last
Thursday, D. R. Hite, representing
Mrs. MounDay, asked the court to
revert the costs of the case from Mrs.
MounDay to the government. Judge
Pollock denied the application.'
$1,-00- 0

THIRTM

CONVICTS

No need of paying
tribute to the hi&h
priced

custom - tailor

when you can save
money by having

Ed. V Price & Co.
Chicago, U. S. A.

Merchant Tailors

embody your choice of style and fabric into
clothes tailored expressly to your order.
Their complete line of Spring and Summer
woolens now awaits your call. Ask us to
how the patterns and take your measure.
nita Lopez de Peralta Torrance county,
Thomas Smith San Miguel county, Roy
Benberry San Miguel county, Jesus
Lopez Grant . county, Uredo Juarique
Grant count, James S. Osborn, Dona
Ana county, Esquihol Leborio Dona
Ana county, Alberto Gallegos Guadalupe county, Ystalio Muniz Santa Fe
county, Desiderio Sena Taos county,
Jim Martin Chaves county, Bat Harris Chaves county, Will Freeland
Chaves county, J. J. Cutler Chaves
county, B. P. Bomah Chaves county,
Pinkney H. Jlead San Juan county..
JOHN B. McMANUS,
Superintendent.

Crustacean Found
by New York Fisherman Near
Scotland Lightship.

New York.

Will Help Former Slaves.
New Orleans.
William Reilly, owner of a large plantation at Monroe,
near here, notified all the former
slaves of his father and their descendants, that he is going to cut
the; plantation up into farms, build
each of them a home, stock th farms

and let them run them themselves
under consideration that they ask
sredit of no one.

Little Fails, N. Y., May 4. A- plea
that he has been idiotic from birth
Will be relied upon to save
Gean Gianini from the electric
chair. Gianini is accused of having
murdered ,Miss Lida Beecher, the
young school teacher of Poland, N. Y.,
'
whose body was found on the outskirts of the town on March 28 last.
Gianini's case was called for trial hero
today.
WOMEN SHOULD TAKE WARNING
If the statement made at a New York
Assembly of women, that healthy
American women are so rare that
they are almost extinct, is true, it is
time for the women of America to take
warning and look to their health. H
may be headaches, backaches, dragging down pains, nervousness, mental
tell-tal-

Compound a simple remedy mad-from roots and herbs Is a specific
and may be relied upon to restore,
women to a healf y normal condition.
?

ANNIVERSARY OF MURDER
Santa Fe, May 4. The following
Chicago, May 4. Many Chicagoans
prisoners have made application for
r
parole. Action on same will be taken recalled today as the twenty-fift- h
The
Cronin.
II.
of Dr. Patrick
at the meeting of the board of parole
crimes that ever stirred this city the
on May 12th, 1914:
Arthur , May, Lincoln county, Cas nization known as the
rnuro Remaries Lincoln county, Gab murder and sensational trials that folriel Armendaiis Lincoln county, Frank lowed attracted attention not only
Williams Lincoln county. Daniel Bul throughout America but on the other
lion Lincoln county, Samuel Burke, side of the Atlantic as well.
Dr. Cronin was prominent in
Licoln county, Luis Perez Valencia
circles in Chicago and was
ccunl.y, Melquiados Lonce Luna counin the
interested
Giosine
Fina
Joe
ty,
actively
McKinley county,
Pelacci Colfax county, Pero T. Tjeka Irish cause. On the night of May 4.
hca, Colfax county, Aloises Trujillo, 1889, he was lured from his office in
Colfax county, Jose L Romero Colfax South Clark street to a lonely cottar
county, Gabe Beasley Curry county, in North Ashland avenue. There he
Isabel VIHesca Torrance county, Jua- - was beaten to death, as alleged, by
members of the secret political organization knowin as the
Purifies
The conspirators had spent weeks in
planning the act. One reason given
Effcst for
the crime was that Dr. Cronin was
a spy and) had betrayed1 secrets of
Gives Conscious Evidence of the clan, an organization devoted to
Ireland's freedom. Another1 explanaIts Direct Action.
tion offered was that the physician
had evidence that a member of the
clan' had stolen a fund raised: for the
Irish cause and that this member,
fearing exposure, had instigated the
anni-murde-

Clan-na-Ga-

C!::d

Clan-na-Gae- l.

crime.

S. 8. 8.. the famous Mood purlfifr, almost
08 It sweep lt way through tbe cir-

talks

culation.
often in.

Its action is so direct that very

ooie

forms

of akin alllictiou

the

appearance of the eruptions changes over
nljjht, the itch and redness are gone and

Pulton Market fisher- recovery begins immediately.
man, trawling near the Scotland lightAs a matter of fact, there is one ingrediship, pulled out of the water a lobster, ent inofS. 8. 8. which serves the active pur-of
stimulating each cellular part
the largest ever caught in thia pose
the body to the healthy and judicious selecvicinity,
say. It weighs 35 tion of Its own essential nutriment. That
pounds, a full pound more than the Is why It regenerates the blood supply ; why
former record holder. It is 18 inches it has such a tremendous Influence in overeczema, rash, pimples, and all ekin
around the body, and its left claw ia coming
afflictions.
19 inches long. It U about fifty years
And in regenerating the tissues 8. 8. 3.
A

PLEA OF YOUTH SLAYER

IDPOCY

Dizziness, vertigo (blind staggers)
are
sallow complexion, flatulence
PETITION FOR PAROLE symptoms of a torpid liver. No one
can feel well while the liver Is inactive. HERBINB is a powerful liver
stimulant. A dose or two will cause
NUMBER
WERE
THREE OF THE
e
symptoms
all bilious symptoms to disappear. Try depression, that are
SENT TO PENITENTIARY FROM
for
it. Price 50c. Sold by Central prus of some organic derangement
THIS COUNTY
Co. Adv.
which Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable

LOBSTER

Record-Breakin-

-

MAN AND WIFE,, CONVICTED OF
FRAUD, TRY TO DODGE PENITENTIARY TERMS

n

old.

YOU CAN BUY TUXEDO
EVERYWHERE

A

M

s

imitators; none has ever
equalled it in sheer quality and smoking-valu-

i

"

Proc-

ess," which takes out the sting, makes
Tuxedo smoke cool
and slow, and guarantees that it cannot bite I
....
your tongue.

I

ter.

west-boun-

Perfect Tobacco for Pipe and Cigarette

BOND FOR

t.

JO)

the United States and Europe could
not resist for an hour the tremendous
which
Simoom
windstorms the
sweep in from the desert
Windmills of every description
have been tested in these northern
outposts on the Sahara without success until the pictured machine was
Introduced. In this mill the multiple-blad- e
principle has been discarded in
favor of a
wheel, which affords ample passage for all surplus
wind pressures, but which by reason
In the whole field of medicine there
of the great spread of its blades will
is not a healing remedy that will repair
revolve in the lightest breeze.
damage to the flesh more quickly than
In
BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT.
A LAKE UNDER PHILADELPHIA cuts, wounds,
sprains, burns, scalds,
and rheumatism, its healing and peneEngineers Say Quicksand May Ingulf trating power is extraordinary. Price
Sold
25c, 5ic and $1.00 per bottle.
Skyscrapers Any Time In
by Central Drug Co. Adv.
Quaker City.
d

Las Veas'LcadinStoro

MOUNDAYS FILE A

has a rapid and ponltive antidotal
upon all those irritating influences
cause rheumatism, sore throat., weak
loss of weight, thin, pale cheeks, and

effect

that
eyes,

that

weariness of muscle and nerve that is generally experienced as spring fever. Get a
bottle of S. S. S. at any drug store, and In
a few days you will not only feel bright and
energetic, but you will be the picture of
new life. S. 8. S. is prepared only In the
laboratory of The Swift Specific Co., R34
Swift Bklg., Atlanta,
., who maintain a
Medical Department, where nil
very rfflek-nwho have any blood disorder of n stubborn
for advice and a
nature may write freely
8. 8. S. ia sold
book of inslru.-liim- .
sclal
si
everywhere by drug ores, department and
reneral stores, but beware of all substitutes.
Do not accept tbetn.

The news of the murder and the
reasons given for it created intense
excitement throughout the country.
Among those arrested were several
Chicagoans of prominence, but the
evidence against them was deemed insufficient on which to hold them. Of
those who were finally brought to
trial Daniel Couglilin, Patrick O'Sulli-vaand Martin Burke were found
guilty and were sentenced to life imprisonment. John Kunke was sentenced to three years imprisonment
It
was freely admitted at the time that
those who were convicted' were merely
tools and that the real conspirators
were never brought to Justice. Burke
and O'Sullivan died in prison. Cough-liwas granted a new trial and many
years later was acquitted.

Adv.

WESTERN CANADA LEAGUE
Calgary, Alta., May 4. The fourth
season of the Western Canada baseball league was inaugurated today,
with Saskatoon scheduled to play at
Edmonton, Regina at Medicine Hat
and Moose Jaw in Calgary. A season
of 130 games will be played, closing:
on Labor day. Minor difficulties that
of the season last
marked the wind-uyear have been smoothed out and the
club owners are looking forward to a
successful year- and an interesting
pennant contest The managers in
cliarge cf the different teams this
Medicine Hat,
year ro. as follows:
Bert Dunn; Moose Jaw, Fred Weed,,
Saskatoon, William Hurley; Regina,
Charles Stis; Calgary, "Red" Dever-eauand Edmonton, "Deacon'' White.
p

'

-

x,

Helps Kidney and Bladder Trouble
Everybody Satisfied
, Everywhere people are taking Foley
Kidney Pills, and are so satisfied they
urge others to take them also. A. T.
"I recKelly, Mcintosh, Ala., says:
ommend them to all who suffer from,
kidney troubles and backache, for they
are fine." Best tiling you can take
for backache, weak back and rheumatism. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv..

n

For a Torpid Liver
"I have used Chamberlain's Tablets
off and on for the past six years whenever my liver Bhows signs of being
in a disordered condition.
They have
always acted quickly and given me the
desired relief," writes Mrs. F. H.
Trillins. SpringvOle, N. Y. For sale
by all dealers. Adv.
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to enliven things at the little colony
this summer.

SAVOR OF LIFE

v

Curiosity, if Gratified, Would
Inevitably Develop a Race
of Fatalists.

Undue

that the earth itself is but a
queer little appanage of a rather
d-rate
star; to know by actual vision
that we are all plunging through
To find

STRAY TOPICS FROM
V V
V V LITTLE OLD NEv YORK

secon-

space, perchance, during the period of
known history, having accomplished a
small arc of some immense orbit
whose magnificent center burns beyond the farthest nebulae; to feel that
tars have named and died whose light
has never reached us Is not all this
knowledge a fierce Incitement to our
desire? Whither are we bound, and
why? What fate awaits us at the end of
the awful journey?
Are we placed
amidst this mighty universe for a purpose, to watch, to wonder, to worship?
Is the whole scheme built round us, eo
that, though we are not Its physical
center, we, may be Its spiritual center,
and for us all its tremendous operations are carried on, for us its
mysteries shall some day be
disclosed? Or are we the subject of a
trifling experiment by great unknown
gods, who, curious in their turn, spy
at us for their diversion, and will In
a moment destroy it all, as a child
wipes out a drawing on his slate?
We eay unthinkingly that we wish
we knew the answers to these questions. But, if we did, the keen savor
of life would vanish; curiosity killed,
we should become utter fatalists, and
that would be the end of usk For the
thought that by increased knowledge
comes access of power, and that we
can, even to ever so slight an extent,
shape the future to our will and thus
bear our part in the destiny of humanity, is the inspiration of all thinkers,
the burden of all philosophers, and the
belief of all the great dreamers who
lave moved the world.

st

At midnight tonight the famous old
Grand Union hotel closes its doora
for good and passes into hlatory. The
property, which takes in the entire
block front on the east side of Park
avenue, between Forty-firand Forty-secon- d
streets, has been condemned
by the public service commission for
the purpose of constructing the new
crosstown line of the subway to con.
nect tile Lexington avenue branch
with the Fourth avenue subway line.
For many years the Grand Union hotel
has borne very much the same rela
tions to the upper part of the city that
the old Aster house did the downtown
district.' The original building was
known as the Westchester hotel and
was opened about half a century ago.
It never changed its old character of
a commercial house, and its reasonable prices, combined with the fame
of its restaurant, made the name of
the Grand Union celebrated throughout the country. In early years it had
little competition, hut notwithstanding
the fact that the Grand Central station vicinity has in recent years witnessed the advent of half a dozen of
the largest and finest hotels in the
metropolis, the Grand Union apparently has never lost custom, and there
have been few nights in the year that
it has had a vacant room.

CAPITAL, PAID IN
50,000.M

SURPLUS
100,000.00

.,

. (

J!

st

New York, May 4. Although no
inite plans have been announced for
the social entertainment of the Queen
of Bulgaria, who is to arrive In this
city the latter part of this month, it
is understood that society will open
its door b the royal visitor and en
tertain for her on a large and regal
scale. It i& considered unlikely,
that the element of society commonly .known as the "smart set" will
take any part in the entertainment of
the queen, einice her majesty caree
little for the mere gayeties of social
ilfe. The probabilities are that the
royal visitor will accept few invitations except from those women of society who are allied with the great
charitable and philanthropic enterprises at home and In the Orlenti..
def-

how-ev6-

r,

Veiling styles this season are nothing if not unique. A number of effects
which even a year ago it would have
been thought impossible to sell are
now bping shown and are said to be
proving popular with the buyers. Variations of the beauty spot Idea show
the greatest latitude In design. One
of the prominent houses in the trade
Is now bringing out these effects with
a question mark taking the place of
the ordinary dot, and for the girl who
likes baseball there is another effect
in which a bat and ball are worked
into the veil. Another popular effect
made by the same house shows a lizANXIOUS TO AIR NEW WORD ard In place of the dot.

Norwegian Guide Seized Opportunity
A large number of fine books, rare
to Make Use of Knowledge He
and important autographs
manuscrips
Had Recently Acquired.
from the library of the late Bishop of
"The guides who pilot visitors about Albany were sold at auction here this
In Norway," said a returned traveler, week. Included among the beautiful
"are a pleasant. Intelligent set of men. old manuscripts1 were nYarriage con
They speak our language fairly well, tracts signed toy the members of the
and are always anxious to pick up new
royal family of France, including
words.
Louis XIV. There were also first edi"Occasionally this desire leads to
and
funny mistakes. While exploring some tions of Dickens, Thackerey
of the wild and precipitous cliffs one George Eliot and original manuscripts
day with my guide, we came upon a by "Mark Twain," Wilkie Collins,
and
Moore
pot which looked like an abandoned Leieh Hunt, Thomas
also
included
.
collection
The
juarry.
others.
" 'What is this, Karl?' I asked. 'Have
an interesting letter to Mrs. Donne
out
stone
here?'
they been getting
from Harriet Beecher Stowe about the
"'Yes, sir,' he answered; 'it is
was wounded
where somo time ago they have been health of her son, who
and a letter from Wilat
Gettysburg,
rocks.'
the
shooting
"'Oh, yes; blasting,' I said, with a liam Wordsworth, the poet, to Bishop
smile, and Karl's quick ears caught Doane, in J 845, on literary and ecclesthe new word for 'shooting.' I heard iastical matters.
him murmuring to himself two or three
times afterwards.
When Italians sail from this port in
"The next day our journey brought
the
steerage of the hi- - liners to see
us Into a large tract of magnificent
forest 'Karl,' said I, 'there ought to their families in the mother country
thev are searched at the gangways by
be fine hunting here in the season.'
"'Yes, sir,' was the prompt reply, expert seamen who take away all re"very good hunting.' Then, with the volvers and knives and give each man
air of a man who seizes an oppor- a check with which he can reclaim his
tunity, he added, proudly, 'Indeed, it nrooerty on arriving at the port of
is near here, sir, that we blast many
destination. The same rule; is applied
tears.' "
the
by the steamship agents when
embark in. Italy tor Ameremigrants
Archbishop's Hospitality.
these
London in the eighteenth century ica. The object of depriving
did not afford so many free shows as passengers of their weapons Is to pre
t present, but visitors who knew the vent any trouble arising among tnem
ropes could then obtain at least one white aboard ship. On one steamer
sumptuous dinner for nothing. The recently, where the men were allowed
author, of "Le Guide de Londres pour to
keep their clasp knives, a email
Ies Voyageurs Etrangers," published
firA was discovered in the forward
1710, writes: "If you feel disposed to
the officers realdine well without unloosing your steerage, and before
ized what had happened, the Sicilian
pursestrings, and at the same time
a hearty welcome, go and see iiMsseneers rushed on deck, ripped1 the
my lord the archbishop of Canterbury, canvas covers off the life boats and
who keeps open house at Lambeth sat in, them waiting for them to be
every Saturday, and is most cordial launched.
to foreigners, especially if they be
men of letters., It is advisable to arThe winner of the $ 10,000 prize of
rive at my lord archbishop's palace
not later than noon, so as to be pre- fered toy Winthrop Ames of the Little
sented without any difficulty. Send theater for the best American play by
your name in to one of the chaplains, an American author 1 expected to be
who will present you to my lord, and announced next week.
The contest
after dinner will show you the treas- wa begun a year ago and closed last
ures of the library."
manuAugust, when more than 1,500
scripts had been submitted. The plays
Early Attracted by Book.
were submitted anonymously. The
Andrew Lang the best prose writer
was the largest ever offered in
of tho age, according to many critics orize
kind.. Of the great
tooK to the printed page almost as a contest of this
a surprissubmitted
of
number
plays
Instinctively as a duckling takes to
water. "About the age of four," he ingly small number were rejected as
relates. "I learned to read by a simple ineligible, which left the Judges with
process. I had heard of th elegy of much work to do in selecting the best
Cock Robin until I knew t by rote,
The judges are Mrs.
manuscript
and I pit ked out the letters and words
Klauber and Augustus
Ames,
Adolph
which compose that .classic till I could
Tead it for myself. . . . A nursery Thomas.
legend tfills that as a child I used to
The joint commissions of the states
arrange six open books on six chairs,
and go from one to the other perusing of New York and New Jersey, pri
them by turns. ' No doubt this was marily created to devise plans for
what people call 'desultory reading,' bridging the Hudson, have been
but I did not hear the criticism till
brought seriously to consider the allater, and then too often for my com- ternative of tunnels under the river
fort."
as highways for general traffic and
travel by ordinary vehicles. This
'.
Just Suited Him.
'
looks as if bridges over the Hudson,
strictreared
Little James has been
ly and oaly enjoys life when visit- although talked of for many years,
coning his Indulgent auntie. The other may never materialize. T'he most
iay this happened, and auntie, feeling clusive argument in favor "of tunnels
that liberty really was demanded, al- and against the proposal for bridges
lowed him abundant latitude. At last, is the fact that while the estimated
however, she felt compelled to remon- cost of a
bridge is $42,000,000, two
strate.
one
for movement In each
tunnels,
"Jamie, dear," she eaid gently, "It
under
you balance things one on top of an- direction, could be constructed
other like that they will fail down the river for not more than $1.1,000,000.
presently, and we shall have a terrible time."
Well knowh members of the theatri"Oh, auntie," cried the boy, eyes cal profession who make up the little
big and color rising, "do be game and
of actors at Siasconset,
have a terrible siimmcr colony
let's try U!
of Nantucket, were overon
island
the
time!"
joyed to learn that "Bob" HUUard had
--

4, 1914.

taken unto himself, a second wife. For
summers almost numbers Mr. Hilllard
has been the life and spirit of the
little colony by the sea. By common
consent ihe has been its "mayor." He
has settled ali disputes, refereed the
tennis matches and acted as master
of ceremonies at the weekly dances
in the little casino. When the first
Mrs. Hilliard died suddenly at
last summer Mr. Hilliard's
grief was sincere and overwhelming.
The couple had beea a most devoted
one. When the lady who keeps the
only shop of any sort that Siasconset
Ijoasts ventured to suggest to' Mr. Hilllard that in the course of time he.
might find another mate, the actor
vowed in hia most impressive stage
tones that such could never be the
case. The other members of the colony feared that Mr, Hilliard might
keep his word, and that Seasconset
would know him no longer. But now
he has dispelled their fears and with
his new bride he probably will spend
the-- summer at 'Sisconset without the
miss of a single season. The fact that
the new MrsHilliard possesses a forOld newspapers, auodt 50 to bundle,
tune of $2,000,000, inherited from her delivered tree.
Pay messenger upon
father, a New York brewer, may help delivery. Price 10 cents er bundle
Sias-cons-

--

t.

M, Cunningham, Preside
Frank 8prlnger,

it

D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Aas't Cash.
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Great Money Saving Sale of Electric Irons!
Positively biggest bargain ever offered the housewives of
this city. An ELECTRIQ IRON that wonderful labor
saver at a price you can afford. Irons Generally sell at
$3.50, sometimes more. We bought a small lot at a low
figure. They are offered to you at almost cost you get
the benefit of our saving. Don't overlook this
opportunity the lot is small buy early.
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Features of the Williams Iron
Handle Hardwood, ebony finish.
Blue gun metal finish.

Bottom Plate

-

.
immeuiaie use.
1
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I
1 :
pacKcu in an

tl ;La3ilfit,'

Top Nickle plated
Weight 6M pounds.
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Every woman knows of the many delightful
advantages oftered users of electric irons and she
s
by electricity means work done easier,
J wants one. Ironing
faster and better. Saves countless steps. You can iron in cool and
contented comfort in any room in the house, or out of doors in the
summer time. Uosts but a tew cents lor a week s laundry. Lome in today
and see a demonstration of the Williams Iron. Get one on trial Once
used you will surely buy one.

f

"IT

MEANS JUST
BUY AN ELECTRIC IRON 'AND "DO IT ELECTRICALLY
A ."TWITCH OF THE SWITCH" FOR COMFORT. GET ONI TfT i1?i f
,
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Editor. SEVERAL

INSTITUTIONS
v STATE
MAY BE ABOLISHED BY NEXT
LEGISLATURE
''
:.r
'
"'
- "x
4.
There are quite
Santa Fe, May,
Entered at the poatofflce at Cast a number of candidates already In the
field to succeed Dr. C. M- - Light as
E
a
Vegas, New Mexico for
Mexico Normal
the
United Statei president of the New
through
Silver
school
at
Among the
City.
tsmila as second class matter.
Jieading candidates are Professor Ben
nett of the University of Iowa who
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
had
been a candidate some time ago
Dally, by Carrier
.
.05 for thf presidency of the University
Copy
One Week
.15 of Now Mexico and also of the Normal
....J..
Ros- One Month
.65 University, Professor Barzler of
of
Deming.
and
Professor
well
Taylor
One Year
7.50
The controversy at Silver City has
Daily, by Mail
16.00 revived the plans for the consolidation
One Year (In advance)
3.00 of New Mexico's higher institutions of
Six Months (In advance)
One Year (In arrears)
7.00 learning. Right at the opening of the
Clx Months (In arrears)
3.75 next legislature, these hills will he in
troduced. One will provide for a state
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
university which will absorb all of the
GROWER
other institutions. Another will pro--j
J2.00 vide for a state university and a NorRue Year
,.r
...
Six Months
l.op mal university. The third, which It is;
said, will have, the backing of the, ad
(Cash In Advance for Mall
I
ministration, will provide for a,.uni:
Subscriptions.)
in the Rio Grande valley, a
Remit by check, draft or money versify
normal university in northern New
ftrder. if sent otherwise we will not
Mexico and an institution of higher
ft
rponBlble for loss.
learning in the Pecos galley.
Specimen copies free on application.
the fight, over the hills will wage
remembered
ALL. PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT fiercely and when It is
that in the last legislature only two
; EXPIRATION
OF TIME
votes were lacking to put over the
PAID FOR
"ensolidation of New Mexico institu
Advertisers are guaranteed the tions then it will be realized that the
re
largest dally and weekly circulation day "is night when there will be a
f any newspaper In northern New alignment and redistribution in the
matter of state institutions. The ar
Mexico.
gument for consolidation is economy
and efficiency, although in Kansas,
TELEPHONES
the consolidation
(Business Office
Main 2 Iowa. Oklahoma,
News Department
Main 2 plan ia declared to have proved a
failure. In favor of leaving the prestrans-taiaslo-

rr

...

.

...

.

ent Institutions in. their present status
is local pride and the argument that
each institution has become a center
of culture, that in a state of magnificent distances like New Mexico it is
unfair to put. all the institutions in
one town and that, after all, the sav
ing that would be effected by consoli
dation would be only a drop of the en
tire revenue of the state and would
bring the taxpayers no relief.
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HOME BULK FIGHT OLD
Then

One hundred and twenty years ago
today occurred the events which resulted in an insurrection for the independence of Ireland. At midnight
'.1:' that day Dublin was in an
uproar.
The doors of a legislative reform club,
a branch of the United Irishmen society, burst open with a crash, in
THESE BOYS VILL NOT
the doorway stood the scarlet-coatesoldiers of the king, covering the
Irishmen with their guns.
GOOD LAWYERS
"The leaders' were arrested and car- rded off the jail for treason. From this
rmoaent dates the Insurrection that GLEE CLUB MEMBERS SHOW TOO
"was Sought out four years later, IreMUCH TALENT IN ENTERland was flooded with government
TAINING LISTENERS
The usual entertainment
vfroops, but the society grew rapidly.
provided
fTJalhs of membership
and secrecy by lawyers consists principally of so-rvere administered. Pikes and muni called 'briefs which are in reality
tions of war were secretly distributed "longs" with a liberal sprinkling of
hidden for the uprising. The so- "saids." "whereases," "hereinabovein-cludeds- "
and "a foresaids," and the
ciety had over 500,000 members at the
beginning of 3.798, Stern measures to only music provided by them Is the
coin- ;stamp out the rebellion were insti-"nte- merry jingle of the
The insurrection began near
ns it goes Into their pockets. But
."&Sford on the twenty-fourtday of lawyers, at one stage In their careers,
stay. It raged for & month, closing "are not ever thus," as was demon
:ln the battle of Vinegar Hiil with vic- strated by the entertainment
given
tory for the government. The rebe- Saturday evening at the Duncan opera
llion cost the Mevs of 150,000 Irish-:tne- n house
by the College of Law Glee club
and 20,000 English. Three years of Los Angeles.
r
;iater the Irish parliament "was remoThe collegians' performance someved from Dublin and united with the what resembled a
lawyer's brief, as it
lEnglish. at London.
was unusually Jong. But that was the
Now
(
only similarity, as the entertainment
'
Today, after more than a century was Interesting, while a lawyer's brief
Sinder the rule of the parliament at is
decidedly the opposite. The boys
Sjondon, It is proposed to restore the were "there" with the musical ability
Irish parliament taken away In 1801, and with repartee. Their songs and
and to give Ireland home rule. The music were
'and they
conntry Is split in. two over the prop-- f
mighty few old jokes. '""M
sprung
osition. The (province of Ulster at the
r
septette of strings, consisting 'of
"north declares against the proposal," jA
ana numerous oiuer oinagcu.
a
violin
while the balance of Ireland demands
hit. A
scored a
instruments,
:
it The house of commons has twice pantomimic reproductiongreat
Mexican
a
of
:
passed the bill, and the third passing,
50 years hence, when Villa
"when the bill becomes law, is near. graveyard
and Huerta arise" from their last
; More than 100,000 men of Ulster stand
the war 'all
In defiance against the proposed gov- sjeeplng places and fight
waa decidedly funny. Two
over
again,
ernment They are organized Into a
a minstrel show and a
citizen army with some of Great Brit- - monologues,
"In the Grip of the
room
scene,
court
a la's greatest soldiers as their leadselections by the
several
with'
Law,"
ers. They are drilling
made' up the evening's entersingers,
'o shoot
Munitions of war
d
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coin-client- 's

h

'

straight
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are being gathered.

A fund of

Is being raised for the
of "the dependent relatives of
' the volunteers who may he wounded
or killed la the fighting." The leaders
of the government are striving to
.avert civil war by conciliatory meas-More than 25,000 British troops
are assembled today In the govern-- n
,t iprr.j1 3 In Ulster to put down
enp-fpo-
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tainment
If theer

is anybody in the city who
still has a grouch at Mr. Busser, man
ager of the Santa Fe reading rooms
entertainment conrse, nnder whose
auspices the glee club appeared, he
must have a heart of flint The concert was so good that It should put
Mi Hsisser in right with the whole
tfnm once more. The Santa Fe folk
liked It. and so did the townspeople,
who were their guests.

r

Swollen Hands and Feet
to Kidney Trouble
A
kidneys need help when your
,',r (1 feet thicken, sweU up, and
(
Take
j'yll and sluggish.
pills. They are tonic, stim-tti'i- g
and strengthening and restore
ur M ! ys to hea'thy normal action,
'rv them. O. (!. Siiiaefer and Red
Ti
Tni:;- Store. Adv.'

.
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Man's Revenge
.Written by K.
The
wind
a mes
whistles
sage of snow and ice without; the
building which housed the village
poatoffic and the general store groaned a dismal reply. Inside the small
sheet iron atove threw a glow about
It that rivaled the light of the greasy
tittle oil lamp suspended from the
ceiling. The room was stuffy and
warm, even stifling but the occupants
preferred to the Arctic regions out
side.
The speech and apparel of the in
habitants of the room showed them
to be of the twpical "Yanfcee" farmer
'
type.
club has
here
this
'Wa'l, enyhow,
been adoln' me a heap o' good" John
Green a tall lanky farm hand was
saying, "it's been givin' ma a lot o'
self confidence bo's I can get up on my
feet and talk. Why las' Monday night
at town council' I got up an, by heck,
if I didn't reel off a line o' talk that
even put Mayor Humphries speil In
the background."
".Yas an' that be not the only good
she's adoin'," drawled Elisha the pro
prietor of the etore, "she's increasin'
my vocabullery' immensly," mispro
nouncing his latest addition to it
"Then again it makes a feller bo's
he can talk on upterdate, subjects
chirped .Simon, from his
perch on' the .top of -- a large empty
sugar 'barrel. So the talk drifted on
from national political issues to the
better known subject of winter wheat
A half an hour passed an the door
opened and a short heavy individual
entered. He shook the snow from, his
person removed his overcoat and fur
cap unwound a yard of muffler from
his throat and stepped up to the fire.
In the uncertain light his features
were scarcely distinguishable. Two
narrow green eyes peered from under
shaggy eyebrows. The nervous twitching of his thick liy9 disclosed a set of
uneven yellow teeth.
After a few moments he spoke,
"Well .boys," he said "what do you
think of the mayoral election next
1

5
Monday."
No answer it was plain to see that
he was not very well liked by the
"boys."
"What are my chances for winning?" he continued. John Green the

selfconfident one was about to reply
when the door flew open and a strang-

er

stepped In.

lie wore no overcoat his suit

wras

worn and shabby and his shoegi were
full of holes. His hat had been blown
away by the wild wind and his long
hair was blown across his fever flushed face. Strange dark lines alout his
piercing black eyes and thin compressed lips told a tale of much privation
and hardship. His large wasted frame
shookTjWith a fearful cough; after an
e
first
unusual spasm he turned
on one and then another of the persons until it rested on the little poli
tician. This Individual was eepn to
start turn first red then ashy pale;
his knees shook as though he had
seen an apparition. The stranger then
broke the silence.
"Yes Alaiinait is it is I, lessen-- "
Yes, Malin I've found you thank God
Iva For six long months I've follow
ed you each day the trail grew warmer. Now I've found you" he paused.
The politician tried to speak but his
lips barely moved no sound issued
from them.. Suddenly .he reached for
his hip pocket but the "stranger was
quicker whipping out a shining Colt he
covered his man and proceeded. "No,
Malina, I was prepared for that. Do
you think, that I shall let you. get the
letter of me when. I have succeeded
thus far?. Nay! God forbid! This; gun
contain but one cartridge (and that
one shall send yon to eternity; jmtnot
until I am through with you; not un
til I've told, my story." Here he was
Interrupted by a spell of coughing.
He gaspedi Jeaned .heavily on a large
case and .continued with difficulty.
his-gaz-

t

JACKSONVILLE

GREETS SOLDIERS

"."the
Jacksonville, Fla., May
arcoast
steamers
trains
and
railway
riving here, during the past 24 hours
have brought delegations of visitors to
the annual national reunion of the
United Confederate Veterans, which is
to be formally opened in this city
It is confidently expected
Wednesday.
that, by tomorrow at noon 25,000 rlsli-or- s
will be her eto attend the gathersection
ing. They come from every
of the south, and include, ia addition
to the old soldiers who wore the gray,
hundreds of the daughters and sons
of veterans.
Ijjrge reception committees are stationed at the depots and steamboat
piers to welcome the arrivals and escort them to their quarters. To accommodate this multitude the capacity of the hotels is being tested to
the utmost while every available!
looming house has been called Into re-inlsition. Many of the visitors are
l

I

gloom.
A doctor was called.

After a momentary autopsy he straightened up.
"HEART FAILURE" wart the verdict

Stranger's Visit
(Written by G.)
To bo lost out in the wild west and
all alone is not a pleasant predicament
for a stranger, who had never before
invaded this part of(the world. Such
was this man's case after the end of
the fourth day's travel.
The sun just settling made tha
mountains and the
high
snow-likclouds look pictueresque
The stranger could not help noticing
the beautiful scenery yet wished and
hoped that he might find a desirable
place for a night's lodging.
A small house could be seen at a
distance, and having decided to go
there for help, he rode on. It was the
only bouse there within a mile, and
the hosts, an old man and his wift,
fere so hospitable and kind that the
stranger accepted the kind invitation
to remain during the night.
After a hearty supper he was usher
ed in to a room which he was to occu
py. The house was a two story one,
but contained nl two rooms. His
was to be the room "up stairs and he
reached it by means of a ladder.
He was restless and uneasy all
night so "his sleep was not a sound
one. In the wee hours of the morning
he heard the old man and his wife
whisnerinc. He was not able to
catch anp of the words but occasion
ally he would hear them say "The
This frightened him so
stranser."
that he could not sleep the rest of
the night." He got tip and. looked
around in his small room to see if
there was any weapon or anything he
could use for defending himself in
case It would be necessary, hut there
was nothing in sight. In the midst of
his thoughts and plots to escape safely he heard the sharpening of a knife
and at intervals he heard the wife say
"The stranger."
, After
the 'sharpening of the knife
had ceased he saw a dim candle light
and then he heard the couple coming
ujp the ladder and as they approached
his bed, he pretended to be asleep. The
old man had the long, butcher knife
in his hand while his wife held the
candle. Just as the stranger was getting ready to grab his shoe, the old
man reached above his head to cut
of f a slice of ham which hung from
i t.ii
'.
the ceiling. .
A

snow-peake-

e

the camp

Umballah, on investigation, finds
that his plan failed, and fearing the
rifles of Colonel Hare's party, slinks
back to the palace purple with rage.
His most carefully laid plots .appear
to go awry, and with death in his
clasp, he seems destined to be continuously routed of revenge, i HowUp-lo-Da- te
ever, he has Winnie, and that s cursatisfaction
rently savage
INSTALLMENT
INTERESTING
OF
Bruce and Colonel Hare have been
FILM NOVEL AT. BROWNE
busy, and Kathlyn's reatly Vif Jiu tha
AND PHOTOPLAY
Interim, has not been'i idle, devsftig
another way for fhe rescue ' oftrttie
Amusement lovers will be glad to
young American front :a';faW; 'vcrse
learn, that another Installment of "The than death. R.imabai assumes' one of
V
Adventures of Kathlyn," the continued his cleverest disguises and goes to
story in. film that has been running the palace as an agent for a 'ivlld anifor some .time, will be shown tonight
mal show, requesting permission for
and tomorrow night in the Photoplay them to
give a performance ;iu the
and Browne theaters. The picture Is arena. Umballah
susplcioris somcthing
one of absorbing interest, as is shown
and Is 'rather reluctant to ,give
that
is
still
fact
the
it
drawing
by
but, Winnie is queen,, and she
crowds, though the eeries has been in insists that the
entertainment be giv
progress since February. The Install- en, and the council of
three, singularment for tonight and tomorrow night
with her. ' Bruce.
holds up the irvest, as is shown by ly enough, agree
anticipating this, has secretly, ordered (
the synopsis:
his men to bore a tunnel from a
First Reel
point under the stage, to another out
side the palace walls., .
Kathlyn's sister, Winnie, has been
The next scene shows the great arecowed and terrorized, and is forcibly
na
in gala decoration, crowded with
crowned queen of Allaha, to serve the
and the people of Allaha. It
royalty
of
the
sinister purpose
scheming
is the greatest affair since the coroBy forced marches, Kathlyn,
nation and attracts a vast throng.
her father apd party, reach the city
Lions, tigers and leopards are shown
to
secure
the
and
corona
admission
In
domed cage and then are
tion ceremony, disguised as animal
allowed to run freely through the big Hi
to
trainers; but they are powerless
AT TAUPEBT'S
arena, and are finally put through
do anything other than observe and
a
re
their
trainers,
by
giving
paces
plan such action for the immediate
markable exhibition. Then Kathlyn
future as fertility can suggest After
appears
garbed as a trainer. A worn-- '
the ceremonies are. oyer4 the' little paran
trainer is something new to that
ty return to Colonel Hare's.' headquarand when Kathlyn appears in.
locality,
ters and Immediately start plans in
When the baby takes too much food
she
this
wildly applauded by
guise,
train for the rescue of Winnie Kaththe
stomach turns; the result is indithe
to
face
She
the
agrees
people.
sourness and vomiting. Fre
lyn plans to gain entrance to the
gestion,
savage carnivora and make them perquently the bowels are involved and
royal harem where Winnie is known
of
the
the
that
queen
there is colic pains and diarrhoea.
to be held as a prisoner. This she form, provided
be allowed to stand by her. This McGEE8 BABY ELIXIR is a grand
day
to
dc.
expects
by having; Winuis.felgn
of course, is her sister corrective remedy for the stomach and
upon sending for ptrsonage,and
sickness, and
disorders of babies. It Is pure,
she imperiously demands bowel
wholesome and pleasant to take. Price
a female physician. Kathlyn secures Winnie,
the right of a queen to do as she 25c and 50c per bottle. Sold by Centhe dress of a practitioner, is admitt
She, accordingly, descends tral Drug Co. Adv.
ed to the harem, and eventually starts pleases.
the
from
royal .box by a rope ladder
to smuggle her sister out and escape
arena. Umballah is furious,
CANAL ZONE TEN YEARS OLD
the
into
through the garden. This seems prac- as usual; but concludes to end it all
Panama, May 4. Today marked tne
Umballah
tical until the suspicious
lions loose tenth anniversary of American occuall
the
by
hungry
turning
finds that the physician is none other
in the arena. Kathlyn gives the show pation of the Panama canal zone. It
than Kathlyn herself. He orders her
with the tigers and leopards as her was on May 4, 1904, that the engineer
to be immediately seized and confinsister stands by the cage. Just then corps of the United States army took
ed as a prisoner in another room of
the hungry lions come a roaring, over the title and property of the
the harem and held until the con?
herd leaping after them. French Canal company. Before anrampant
elusion of the festival of the JuggerThey rush toward Kathlyn and her sis- other anniversary rolls around, unless
naut.
but the latter hurriedly rush into something unforseen happens to preThe big feature of this festival is ter,
the performers' cage and spring the vent, the great canal linking the Atan enormous car containing the effigy
to the tunnel as if lantic and Pacific will be in operation.
of the dreadful idol, that is rolled trap, descending
bv magic. The trap door closes quick
along, crushing devotees in its path
so the angered brutes leap about
A Stubborn Cough Is Wearing and
as willing human sacrifices, This gi- !y,
and roaring once again balkRisky
snarling
on
is
Its
trundled
car
'
along
gantic
Letting a stubborn cough "hang on"
ed of their human prey.
but
way toward the Sacred river,
in the spring Is risky. Foley's Honey
Tar Compound heals raw inflamand
night coming on, the high priest and
'
Sick Headache
ed surfaces In the throat and bronhis toiling sacristans are forced to
Mrs. A. L. Luckie, East Rochester,
tubes makes sore, weak spots
leave the big fabric at the top of a N. Y., was a victim of sick headache chial
sound and whole stops stubborn,
hill.
Umballah learns of this and and despondency, caused by a badly tenrinp- coughs. Refuse substitutes. O.
conceives a fiendish plan for driving weakened and debilitated condition of G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
her stomach, when she began taking
poor Kathlyn into the earth and ever- Chamberlain's Tablets. She says, "I Adv.
lastingly ending her power to thwart found them pleasant to- take, also mild
How's This
hhn. He secretly has the heroine ,cut and effective. In a few weeks' time
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re-nr-o
of her harem .prison, and then has I was restored to my former good
r. i frr nnv ease of Catarrh that can
all dealers. Adv.
her staked down in the path of the health." For sale by
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
o
car. Happily the keeneared Pundlta METHODISTS IN OKLAHOMA CITY
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toieao, O.
the undersigned, have known
We,
has overheard the plot, and she at
InOklahoma City, Okla., May 4.
15 years, and
once informs Colonel Hare and Bruce. terest in Methodist church circles now t? t m,priAv for the last
him perfectly honorable in all
believe
They rush to the rescue cautiously, centers in the quadrennial general business transactions and financially
made
(but without delay. The staking par conference of the Methodist
Episcopal able to carry out any obligations
.
ty have no sooner completed the work church, South, which will begin its by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK. UJT
and rush away in the darkness to session in this
city Wednesday. This
Toledo, O.
start the car on its horrible journey, will be the largest denominational
Waii'a Catarrh Cure is taken interthan Bruce and Colonel Hare arrive gathering to be held In the south this nniiv acting directlv uoon the blood
and pull out the stakes, just as the year. The conference will continue and mucous surfaces of the system.
great car cornea crashing down the in session until May 28. Local plans Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
Sold by all Druggists.
Incline crushing everything in Its' for the accommodation of the visitors per bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pius tor consti
path.
are complete.
pation. Adv.
,

BE WITH US

"Ten years agoHfalina I ran for
maypr of Clague township against
you. You .beat me, not fairly, no Malina you never heat anyone fairly;
you imported a thousand voters from
the next county and bribed them to
vote for you. During your corrupt
term of office you swindled the Clague
(public out of no less than half a mil
'
lion dollars. The next election I boat
you in spite
your dirty tricks. I
thought i had you on the hip but no;
you framed up .a plot to ruin my character You accused me of embezzling
the very monies you had taken yourself. I was indicted by the grand
jury. Even this was not enough to
convict me. You were forced to bribe
nine jurors to throw the case. I was
sentenced to twenty years at hard
labor.
Through good behavior and
poor health my sentence was commuted. After my liberation I sought
work but my character was blighted.
I was turned down by everyone.
Malina, yem dirty cur you have done
your work perfectly. Now may God
help me to do mine by sending you
iwhere you belong."
Here he stopped, raised the gun.
then staggered and gasped. A flash,
a shot, a heavy thud and all was still.
When the smoke cleared away It was
Lassen, the stranger, who had fallen,
not Malina. The little man took the
opportunity to escape. He scrambled
over the. body out into the cold and
disappeared like a shadow in the

finding quarters in

Second Reel

WILL

and hun-

dreds of others are being entertained
'
in private homes.
For more than six mouths the local
committees have been diligently preparing for the reunion. . Public buildings, business houses and residences
throughout the city have blossomed
cut In gala attire In honor or the occasion. Though the regular proceedings of the reunion will not begin
until Wednesday there "will be slghtr
seeing trips and other features to take
up the time of the visitors tomorrow.
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Jewelry

Rewpies
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Pins
WatchChains
for the Belt
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Walderniar
Chains
Sautoir
Chains
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- Bracelets
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Summer Wash Fabrics Extensively
Shown
The greatest possible diversity of weave and color, each possessing some pecw
to appeal to critical womankind. There are dress

liar charm of beauty and worth

fabrics with sufficient weight to conform to the lines of figure' and give the neees
sary "set" to finely iailored suits, yet are in no wise unconfortable. Our stocks are
complete. ' Among Spring's favorites are Rice Cloth, Figured Voile, Ratines, New
Cloth, Brocaded Poplin, Silk Crepe, from 19c to Sl.fS ?er yard.

3.50, $4 & $4.50 Spring Shoes & Pumps, Now $2.59
FOR WOMEN
You ought to visit this store now. Your
highest expectations will be realized when you
see the display of oxfords and pumps we have
prepared for you. Four hundred pairs to select
from. Don't miss this opportunity. Your Choice. Per Pair.
$2.59.

"

,

J

Your
Feel Dull and Sluggish? $tart
'
Liven to Working I
tt beats all how onickly Foley Ca
thartic Tablets liven vour liver, overcome constipation make yon, feel
lively and active awdrf. J- - L.
Ft; Worth, Texas, says: "My

t,

disagreeable symptoms were entirely
removed by the thorough cleansing
.gave me."
Foley Cathartic Tablet
O. G. Schaefer
They're a wonder.
and Red Cross Drug tore. Adv.

j
Every Pair of
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PERSONALS
H. A. Kuehl of Wagon Mound was
a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
J. S. Cruins ot El Paso, Tex., was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
H. 0. Tiffany of St. Louis, Mo., was
a comipercial visitor in Las Vegas today. 'Ijjii
E. B. Jones of Mineral Hill came in
Saturday night for a several days

stay.

1 Aj5
:
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Baking Powder

'
This modem, double-raisbaking powder has unusual strength and
is absolutely certain to raise your biscuits, cakes and pastry light and
feathery. It generates an abundance of leavening gas both in the mixing bowl and in the oven. The raising is sustained until the dough is
cooked through.
"
Housewives who use K C never have "bad luck" with their baking.
Try K C at our risk. Your grocer will refund your money if you are
not pleased in every way.
57

--

city'.

S. B.

j

;

the Sn

Sometimes you will
get in more shortening than usual; or make the batter a little thin; or
it may not be convenient to put a cake in the oven the moment it is
mixed; or your oven may not bake evenly and it is necessary to turn
the pan around none of these little uncertainties make the slightest
difference in results if you use

Max Herzstein came in last night

Williams of Deming was a
business visitor in this city today. He
came in Saturday evening,
e. Powers of the state water
service department at Santa Fe, was
a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
Simon Bacharach. returned yesterday
afternoon from Mora, where he has
ieen on business for the past several
days.
F. L. Hall of Dodge City, Kan., arrived in Las Vegas yesterday and will
here for several
Ibe a business-visito- r
,
days.
Mr. and Mrs?Jl. Ciipoyer of Den-- ,'
rer, Colo., arrived In this city Satur-- i
day evening and will remain here for
some time as visitors.
Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds left
Saturday afternoon for Excelsior
Springs, Mo., where they will remain
for the next seevral weeks.
Ira Hays, of Winslow, Ariz., drove
5n last night from Albuquerque on his
'way to Louisville, Ky. He is making
the trip in a Butok automobile.
F. P. Kahnt, representative for the
of
C. S. Morey Mercantile company
Denver, Colo., came in last night from
Albuquerque for a short business visit
John Brunton come in yesterday afternoon from Shoemaker for a short
business visit in this city. He will
leave tomorrow for his home in Oregon.
3. S. Carton, chief tie inspector for
the Santa Fe Railway company, was
a business visitor in Las Vegas yesterday from his headquarters in Chicago.
Herman Widosky and family of California arrived in the city yesterday
from the south in an automobile on
their way from California to New
"i'ork. They traveled in a Buick car.
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Butts of Los Angeles, Calif., drove Into, this city Saturday evening in an automobile and
were visitors here yesterday.. They
are on their way from Los Angeles
to New York.
A. A. Gallegos, a member of the
board of county commissioners, came
In yesterday fom bis home at Villa-nuev-a
for a short business visit and
to attend the meeting of the iboard of
county commissioners..
V. Rathburn, a conductor on this1 division of the Santa Fe Railway company, returned yesterday from Chicago, where he has been on business
Telatlve to the Order of Railway Conductors for the past two weeks.
Mrs. S. B. Colby and Mr. Fred Rose
f Chicago and well known in this
ity, were visitors here for a short
time yesterday on their way from
Wagon Mound, where Mrs. Colby owns
large land interests, to California,
where Mrs. Colby also has large interests.
...
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You can't always make everything "just so."

,

from Albuquerque for a short
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ness visit in this

Put Your Money in our Bank and we
Will Keep your Accounts Straight

DISMISSED BY

Mr. and Mrs. H.
Vlles of Holman,
came In Saturday evening for a several

days' Visit
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J. S. Duncan, Jr., left yester
afternoon
for Cimarron, N. M.,
day
where she will visit Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Brooks for some time.
Mrs. W. G. Haydon and baby-lethis
afternoon for an extended visit in
Missouri and Iowa with relatives. She
will visit in Columbia, Mo., and Clear-lakla., and expects to be away . .for
01
y,
six weens.
Z. W. Montague, representative of
the local camp of the Modern Woodmen of America, left yesterday afternoon for Roewell, where he will attend
statB'cnuncll, as rep(TmHng
resentative from Las Vegas.
iohn H. Bell, fqr a number of years
a resident of this city and employed
by the Santa Fe Railway company,
returned last night from Albuquerque,
where he spent the winter, and will
stay here during the summer. Mrs.
Bell will arrive the latter part of the
iMrs.

OPERATORS WANT
THE STRIKERS

ft

e,

ARRESTED
(Continued from Page One)

A bank check is the way to pay your bills, because then you have a check on each
bill. It Is easy to
keep your accounts straight when you have your money in the bank, because the bank keeps your accounts straight for you and saves you many hours of work and worry, start a bank account with
us, and
you will see the convenience and afterwards, the absolute NECESSITY of having a bank account,

WARD

District Attorney Ward, upon the
call of the criminal docket, dismissed
the case of the State of New Mexico
vs. F. M. Chacon, charged with criminally libeling Honorable Manuel C.
de Baca, while he, ' Chacon, was the
editor of La Voz del Pueblo. The
libel alleged was the: publication by
Chacon of a poem in which he referred
to Don Manuel as the "chief whistler''
of the republican party for San Mi.
guel county
Mora
.Grant
The
In the Mora grant case, known upon
.
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"There's a Reason" for

PEOPLES BANK

The spring term, of court for Mora
county ended Saturday, night at 11:3Q
o'clock, after a week's session with
night sessions every night A large
number of criminal cases were dis
Ogden la Convicted
posed of, and many civil cases were
After a trial lasting two days, Irving
either tried, settled or stricken from Ogden, Sr., editor of the Spanish-Americathe docket so that little business re
a weekly newspaper printmained for disposition on either dockt ed and published at Roy, New Mexico,
at the end of the term..
was found guilty by the jury, of a
Chacon Case Dropped
charge of criminal libel, he having

of-th-

A Spring
acaiion

DO YOUR BANKING WITH US
We pay four per cent Interest: on Time Deposits and
TWO PER CENT ON CHECKING ACCOUNTS

EDITOR ACCUSED OF CRIMINAL
LIBEL
ESCAPES
BEING
BROUGHT TO TRIAL

the docket as the 'suit of the Union
Land and Grazing company vs. CarAfter the anhs are collected at
men Arce, et at, involving the title to
union headquarters' tney1 will he for
'
the, 76 grantees of the Mora grant,
mally surrendered to Captain Smith,
their helrB and assigns, an extension
according to the announcement of the of 40
day from April 28 was given
labor leaders. No estimate as to the
master in this case in
the
special
number of guns expected to be turned
to prepare his report upon the
over was available. The oecision to which
and sub
surrender the arms came as. the result testimony already introduced,
to the court.
same
mit
the
series
between
of a
of conferences
Big Civil Business
Captain Smith and' the strike leaders,
On
the
call of the civil docket a
disarmaweek.
and followed the voluntary
B. J. Shakesshaft, assistant general ment of guards at the Walsen and large number of cases were disposed
a
passenger agent for the Santa Fe Rousei minesi of the Colorado Fuel and of. manv being dismissed and large
court and
the
before
number
tried
Las
in
arrived
Iron
company,
Railway
company.
Vegas yesterday evening and will be
Yesterday Captain Smith attended disposed of without a jury.
The Grand Jury
a business visitor here for several mass meetings of strikers in this
The grand jury returned six true
days. He Is instructing the passenger j neighborhood, at which the question
bills and 16 no true bills. Mora coun
conductors of this division concerning of giving up guns was discussed.
their duties.
ty is in a healthy, condition so far as
" Austria Asks Indemnity
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Qulnn arrived
violations of the law are concerned.
in Las Vegas this afternoon on their
Judge David J. Leahy, Assistant
Washington, May 4. The Austrian
way to San Fe, where they will re-- ambassador called on the secretary of District Attorney Chester Hunker,
sida Mr. and Mra, Qulnn were mar-- gtate t0(jay to inquire about conditions Stenographer W. E. Gortner,: O. A
ried in New York some time ago. Mr. in the Btrike zone of Colorado and to Larrazolo, William G. Haydon and
Qulnn is a well known conductor on thank the secretary for intervention of others who had been In Mora to at
this division of the Santa Fe railway federal troops. It is stated indemnity tend court returned home yesterday
and has been a resident of this city proceedings will be instituted for the District Attorney Charles W. G. Ward
up to a year, ago,. He recently resign- lives of Austrians lost in rioting. Re- remained in Mora to spend a few days
business.
,
ed from the city council.
ports received' today by the Italian ca legal
Mr. and Mrs, John Ensign will leave consul, now on the scene of the strike,
Cencil Admits Offense
Thursday for Denver, where they ex- established the fact that the Italians
Andy Cencil, old timer, and well
pect to locate permanently. Mr. En- killed were all naturalized Americans. known saloon keeper, formerly of Ra
sign has resided here for many years, Hence, no attempt will be made to se- ton, and now of Wagon Mound, ap
having been in the employ of Grosfc cure indemnity.
peared before Judge Leahy at the ses
Kelly & Company. He is 68 years of
sion of the court in Mora ana pieaaea
vx '
age and resents the. statement in The
Still Picketing Rockefeller
guilty to a violation of the gambling
Optic some time ago that he Is 79.
New York, May 4. Silent picketing act, by allowing slot machines to be
Miss Eva
Mr. Ensign's daughter,
men and women who onerated on his .place of business
by
Jones, who has been chief operator hold John D. Rockefeller and John D. Judge Leahy imposed a, sentence upon
for the Mountain States Telephone Rockefeller, Jr., responsible for condi- Cencil of $100 fine and not less than
and Telegraph company for some tions in the Colorado mine war, was five nor more than six months in jail
time, has been transferred to Denver. continued todey in fronv. of the Stand- In Mora county, suspending the jail
ard Oil building and outside the gates sentence during the good behavior of
RHODE ISLAND CELEBRATES
of the Rockefeller estate at Pocantico the defendant
Provident R. I., May 4. The 3Sth Hills. The younger Rockefeller did
Archuleta Pleads Guilty
anniversary of the Declaration of In- not come to his office todayi. IV. z seAntonio Archuleta, a saloon keeper
dependence made by the Old Colony clusion was due to a cold and not to at Roy, pleaded guilty to keeping his
of Rhode Island and Providence Plan- the deaionstratibn', his secretary said.
saloon open on Sunday, October 12,
tations on May 4, 1776, two months'
1913. and was fined $15 and costs and
prior to that made by the thirteen colSOME POOR SHOOTING
Uiven 15 days in the county Jail, with
onies, was celebrated today throughParis, May 4. Joseph Caillaux,
the Jail sentence suspended during
out the state of. Rhode Island.
of finance, and Fernando
.... M
good behavior.
D'Alllieres, M. Caillaux's opponent In
Chrlstman is Convicted
the recent'"election to the French
Charles Christman, a former resident
chamber of iidfiputtsSvSfOUglit a blood- of
Oklahoma, but who has taken up
s
less duel today with pistols. M.
a homestead 14 mileB from the town
fired twice at his adversary, but
of Roy, pleaded guilty to assault upon
neither shot found its mark. M. Cailhis wife, and was sentenced to not
laux fired in the air. The duelists
less
than 15 months nor more than 18
were placed at 15 paces apart The
In the state penitentiary. The
months
encounter took place in the Parces dea
if
defendant stated that the assault
Princes'.
grew out of a quarrel and he admitted
Most stomachs need a rest after the heavy wort of the
strikina his wife three times In the
usual winter diet.
WHILE face and also striking and bruising
her on the arms and body.
Palma Gets Three Years
What is needed' is easily digested food food that
A CONDUCTOR SLEPT , Bias Palma, a native of Old Mexico,
ishes plenty of nourishment, but with least tax. upon the
but who has been a resident of Wagon
Mound for the past three years, was
gestive organs.
A. A. COCHRAN, AFTER NIGHT IN
indicted by the grand Jury for unlawROOMING HOUSE, FOUND
fully and feloniously assaulting one
VALUABLES GONE
Narclso Lucero, and hitting him over
the hea4 with a beer bottle. He pleadSome time between midnight and
'
ed guilty to assault" with a' deadly
this morning a burglar entered the
was
three
years in
given
room of A. A. Cochran, a conductor weapon and
the
penitentiary.
on the northern district of this divis
is that kind of food!
ion of the Santa Fe railway, in the
Weaver rooming house on Railroad
avenue and got away with a gold
Made of prime whole wheat and barley, it contains all
watch valued at $50 and about $20 In
SCHOOLBOY
the rich nutrition of these food grains, and by long baking is
money. Chief of Police Ben Co'e3 ha
WANTED
partially predigested. It comes, crisp, delicious and ready
been notified of the robbery and is
on
case.
the
to eat when the package is opened.
working
steady, summer part- Mr. Cochran came in from his run
time, easy work. Must
last night and being tired, retired at
be
neatly dressed, and
bright,
one
s
Grape-Nuthour, (Bread,
once. This morning when he awoke
digests usually in about
under fourteen years of age.
and looked for his watch he discoverfor instance, requires about Z hours).
Give references and mention
ed that he had been robbed.
day and hour when 'parent
The thief evidently knew his busiwill come with boy for interness, for the rifling of the room by
Grape-Nut- s
Good pay.- - Splendli
view.
an Inexperienced person doubtless
training. Writs. to" Box 1,
would have aroused Mr. Cochran.
;! '; ..
Optic office,
sold by grocers everywhere.
Subscribe for Ifle Cj.Ci.ft.
crepe-sleeve-

rivs

-

published au editorial in his paper
which It was alleged reflected on the
good name and fame of J. A. Medina,
the assessor of Mora county. Senator
Isaac Barth of Albuquerque and J. M.
Lusk, an attorney from Roy, appeared
for the defendant. Upon the return
of the verdict Judge Leahy Imposed
a sentence of not less than six months
nor more than eight months in the
penitentiary, and a Tine of $500. Counsel for the defendant fi'ed . motion
for; a new trial and a motion in. arrest
of judgment, both of which were overruled by "the court., j The defendant's
counsel then- took an- appeal to the
supreme court of the state, which was
granted, and ft krpercedeas bond fixed
at $2,000. This bond was Immediately
given by the defendant, and his
friends, and the case will be taken
to the state supreme court
review.
The Sanchez Case
In the case of th' State vs: Benito
Sanchez, Indicted for the murder of
Felix Villareal, the jury returned a
verdict pf voluntary manslaughter, In
which the penalty Is not less than one
year nor more than ten years In the
penitentiary. The jury was empanelled Saturday morning, and the evi
dence for the state and defendant
heard and concluded by 5 o'clock in
the afternoon. Thereupon the arguments of counsel to the( jury were
court then instructed
heard, and-ththe jury. After being out one hour
the, jury returned a verdict finding the
defendant guilty of voluntary ma
slaughter.
The killing of Felix VUlareal occurred in the ealoon of Lee Blattman
in the town of Wagon Mound on the
night of October 12 last, a Sunday
night. Benito Sanchez and Felix
Villareal and several others were In
the ealoon of Blattman and were
throwing dice for $10 a throw and the
drinks. At the end of the game Sanchez claimed that Villareal owed him
$50 and demanded his pay. Villareal
claimed1 that Sanchez owed (hint tor
two weeks board, and other sums ag
gregating $40, and therefore refused
to 'ipay the $50. This led to an altercation between the two men. Villa-rea- l
pulled his gun and struck Sanchez
on the back of the head, knocking him
down to the bar. Friends rushed in
and grabbed Villareal and tried: to
force him out the front door of the
saloon, Sanchez, after being truck
by Villareal, rushed behind the bar,
from a drawer and
took a
stepped to the front 'of the bar, when
a duel took place between himself and
Villareal.
Nine shots were fired and
wTien the 6moka of the battle cleared
away, Villareal lay dead near the
stove and Sanchez fell at the east end
of the bar. 'Bhojt through, the arm and
'"'
'
shoulder.' '
"
Judge Leahy imposed a entence
upon Benito Sanchez of not less than
three nor more than four years In the
penitentiary. He was ably defended
by J. Frank Curns of Wagon Mound
and' 'William G,' Haydon of this city:
The etata was represented by District"
Attorney Ward' and O. A. Larrazolo,
who was employed by friends of the
deceased especially to prosecute.
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.KANSAS

CITY LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, May 4. Hogs, receipts
Market ,10 cents higher. Bulk
7,000.
$8.258.40; .lights $S.;i58U0;"'pigs
'
"'1
'
T
$7.5o8.
Cattle, receipts 8,000. Market strong
to 10 cents higher. Prime fed steers
$S.C09.15; dressed beef steers $7.50
western steers $78.75;
8.50;
southern steers $6.508.2o; cows
$4.757.25; calves $6.509.50.
Market
111,000..
Sheep, reecipts
Lambs
10
$6.25
to
cents
higher.
strong
weth-ther- s
(a 8.20; yearlings $5.507.25;
$56.50; ewes $1.236.20.
;

'
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TRUST CO.

.

Capital and Surplus $122,747.00

GOA"L:'An.D

VJ-'-

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
"""n 2. 17. Q Q B Oil -

foM

ing houses made quotations climb.
cent higher, and
Prices startej
subsequently went still further. The
net
to
close was steady
"Ji ' '
higher. ";
()ats hardened with corn, but trade
'
was not large.
Provisions, although dull, developed
firmness from 'tile outset. '"The chief
reason was the upturn iai 'prices for
grain and hogs. The closing quotations for the day were as follows:
Wheat, May 93; July 86.
Coron, May 65; July 65..
Oats, July 37; Sept 35i
Pork, July $19.82; Sept $19.92. ,
Lard, July $10.07; Sept $10.25.
Ribs, July $11.10; Sept. $11.22. .
'

'

'

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, May 4. The market
closed easy. Bullish operations were
resumed with confidence' today and

prices weer advanced 1 to 2 points before reacting. Exhaustion of the vigorous buying movement and selling
by traders caused the market to fall
back half to 1 point before the close
The last sales were:
73
Amalgamated Copper
;...101
Sugar
a
Aicnison
."....164
Reading .. ...
. .... 52
Southern Pacific . . . ,.
156 y,
Union Pacific . .". ...... ...
60
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd. . . i. . . . , IOS'4

..........

Federal League 'Buffalo at Chicago.
Pittsburgh at Kansas City.
Baltimore at St. Louis.
Brooklyn at IndianapoI3.
I

.1.

STANDING OF THE CLUBS

National League
W.
8
6
5
i

Detroit
Philadelphia
New York
Washington
St. Louis
Chicago ,
Boston
Cleveland f

-

--

American League'
Chicago at St Louis.
Detroit at Cleveland.
New York at Washington.
Boston at Philadelphia.;"
National League
St Louis at Chicago. ;
Cincinnati et Pittsburgh.
Brooklyn at New York.
Philadelphia at Boston.

6
7
. 8

.

Pet
.706

5
6

.545
.538
.533
.471
.333
.267

7
9

4
4

8
11

.........

L..
4

11
7

5

6

5

7

6
8
8

8
8
5

10

,.3

10

Western League
W.

"

Denver
St. Joseph
Des Moines
Lincoln
Topeka
Sioux City

Wichita

.867
.727
.600
.500
.438
.375
.353
.182

5
5

8,

"W.

St. Louis
Baltimore .
Buffalo .
Brooklyn
Indianapolis
Chicago
Kansas City

.G83

Pet
.733
.583
.545
.538
.500
.500
.333
.231

Ll

Pet

.

9

4

.........

8
8

4

.693
.667
.571
.533
.429

6
7

8

....66
...54

.

Omaha

8

8
9

.385,'

.35?';

8

Whoopino Cough
"About a year ago my three boys
had whooping cough and I tavml
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy the onSPECIAL SALE GF OSECLEAN- - ly one that would relieve their coughing and whooping spells, I continued;
IKO NECESSITIES
this treatment and was surprised to
;
find that It cured, the disease in a very
inch, dozen. 46c short time," writes Mrs. Archie
Brass Cup Hooks,
Crooksville, Ohio. For ad
Brass Picture Chain, 3 ft long pr..l0c
5c by all dealers.--AdMolding Hooks, dozen
8c
B.rass Bug Tacks, per dozen. ,
TWO NEW APPOINTMENTS
Carpet .tacks, all sizes, per paper. . lc
May 4i. The president
Washington,
5c
each..
House
Aluminum
Numbers,
made
nominations: Asthese
today
10c
Tack Hammers
sistant
in customs
attorney
general
50c
Gold Paint, 15c, 25c and.........
Bert Hanson of New York city;
Aluminum Paint, 15c, 25c and..... 40c cases,
rear admiral, Walter
15c captain, to be
Wall Paper Cleaner for.,...
McLean.
,
Duistbane Sweeping Compound .... .25c
10c
Large Bottle Ammonia
100, ,White Tissue Napkins... ... . .10c IDIOCY PLEA OF YOUTH SLAYER
15c
100 White Crepe Napkins. . ...
Little1 Falls, N. Y., May 4. A plea
,'. 5c that he has been- Idiotic from birth
1 roll Waxed Picnic Paper
1; lb. Johnson's Floor Wax. . . . . . .45c will be relied upon to save
2! lbs. Johnson's
"90c
Floor Wax.
Gean Gsanlnl from tho electria
5! lbs. Johnsons Floor Wax. .... .$2.15 chair.
Gianioi Is- accused of taving
8' lbs. Johnson's Floor Wax...... $2.95 murdered Miss
Lida' Brother, th.
,15c young school teacher of Poland, N. Y.,
Stove Polishing Outfit
15c whose body was found on th outShoe Polishing Outfit
...... 25c skirts of the town on March 2S last
Wire Carpet Beaters ...
45c Gianinl's case wss called for trial hor
Self wringing Mops ...
today.
Polish 25c, 50c, $1. $1.50
!.$2.50
and
Polish Mop with a
$1.50
Helps Kidney aid EladJi-- r Tret
$1.50
, 25c bottle of polish
Everybody Sviisi'ieJ
.. 5c Kveryvi 1,0)
2 Tin Cups
rif t
3 Sure Catch Mouse Traps.,
10c Kidney Fills, and are o
,
b
3 glass Tumblers
.10c ur;ro others to t.ti. '
' ( f "ys;
y. !.!tt-hKcly,
HO
5
ft.
inch, guaranted
ply,
v.
Ati.t.if ;i '.'.""1 ! :
'
$3.95 KkIopv trf
hose
t n
, I .
Dal-rymp-

"

'

to

FOi T"i.' ' .

If

is.

'

-i

j-

In com, persistent buying both of
May arid ot deferred futures by load- -

9

7

'

'

10
11

Pet

Federal League

'

'

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chioiuro, May 4. Efforts of tSiorls
to stop their losws in May wheat led
to a sharp advance today in that option and; caused other futures to score "0 V T J'1'
,
i' 1. (.
some
aln, The oponing was
:
hose.
',. & Vi up and tht mark fit continued (.urdtiu Trwu.'is
strong, but not all of the bulge was 1 I HI IS. 11 I f I! u I 111 5'
held. The close was easy at a gain Bill P
,imii I. r S
of

.

..12

Pittsburgh.

BASEBALL

5
9

7
6
6
2

.

TODAY'S

3
4

American League'
W. L.

........

,..,.,....,

L.

.13

Pittsburgh ,
Philadelphia
Brooklyn
New York .
Cincinnati . '
Chicago '.
St. Louis ."
Boston

!;'

?'
-

1

:

f

If

1

...$i.S5
au.
" '
i
i

r

!

"
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t
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FLANS GONE
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LOBBY

I'HI

RESTAURANT

CAFE

AND

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
C3

ring

o
o
o
o

Y our

CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every Monday nltfet
A. M. Regular communication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenaa
r Ihird
in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are ata
Thursday
e&eh month. Visiting dially welcome.
J. C. Werti, Pa&
brothers cordially la- - dent; J. T. Buhler. Secretanr: O. U.
vlted. Uny M. Cary. W. M., H. S. Van Bally, Treasurer.

A

COLUM
RATES

TOR CLASSIFIED

ADVER

Petten, Secretary.

TISEMENTS

Tt

F. 'O. E.

Meets firsthand third
day evenings each month at Waoi
men hall. Visiting brothers cordial
ly Invited to attend. C. N. Dougla
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretar

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. I,
Five cents per line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-sla- r
Estimate tlx ordinary word to a line.
Johnson So you are going to stay
Tana-flaconclave
No ad to occupy lest space than two
home for the summer?
In each menth at Ma-All advertisement
Woodson Yes, I intended to enjoy lines
eharaed
sonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr, H.
But after I had will be booked at space actually set
myself thoroughly.
M. smith, E. C: Chaa. Tamme. Re
tennis clothes, yachting clothes, golf without regard to number of words.
corder.
I
ing clothes and riding clothes made
Cash In advlnee preferred.
found I hadn't enough left to pay railLAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
way fare and hotel bills.
AL ARCH MASONS Regular conNOT WELCOME
vocation first Monday In

jj

y

.

o
o
o
o
8
o
o
o

w one

QJ' hJ; ILr
r- --

33

East Bound
each month at Masonic
Arrive
Depart
7:45 i. av
Temple at 7:J0 a. m. p. No. J.. . 7:20 p. m
A. Brinegar, IL
P.; jr. o. No. 4.. .11:54 p. m.... .11:61 p.
No. 8.. . 2:25 a. m
61ood, Secretary.
2:30 a. m

OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN

IL

It Will

oneuicKiya
Rightly

D'(iC

Pi to
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(.)

HE

THEN

Far Rant

RENT Furnished
Apply Optic.

room, good

r

I

how Much
Better EMPRESS
FLOUR really k
Made by GERMAN PROCESS
learn

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &

SONS'OAA
STANDARD

SILVER
FRENCH-1RE-

Y

(STER-

LING) FINISH

-

EMPRESS
can be
tai&cd in this city from

ok- -

1

'

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

f.siscclisncsus
Ginks

What

horse?

he

does

call

SPANISH lessons by an easy and
practical method. Terms moderate.
D. Trambley, 1215 Mora avenue.
his

ATTOUNEV8
Dinks Ready Money.
Ginks No wonder he isn't in sight
HUNKER & HUNKER
when the winners come under ths
wire.
George A, Hunser. Chester A. Haaket

per 181 K.
par 1lt Iba.
per 1N lb.
per lit IM,
M.MMl9o per 141 iaa

..M.v.tSa
..v..25o
,M.w. M.MS9o
M4e

t000 lbs., or Mora, Each Dal vary
1,000 Iba, to 2,000 Iba., Each Dallvary
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Dallvtry
60 iba, to 208 Iba., Each Dallvary
Lcsa than 69 Iba, Each Dallvary

......

..w.

AGUA PUBA COMPANY
HawaJ Ie, tte rvKi tZ3

Harvesters, Btorera, and Distrlbutom ej

Lu

Lastiac Quallttea e!' Whleb Bare
OFFICE

Made
DOUQLAt

71

Tes

AVENUE

Jaa

Attorneys-at-La-

HE

Las Vegas.

WAS WISE

New MexJ

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

i

S

XL
T"""""'
i

Y

M
i
f

f

iff

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room l, Center Block. Office Phone
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 413
East Las Vestas. New Mexico
Profesional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, ManK
cure, Chiropody.
Steam Laundry Building
Phone Vegas 12S
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

Im

0
o
-

L. O. O. MOOSE

Wanted

C)

( )

6:4a a. m
4:36 . m
7:06 f, m

It
giving you
a present lor doing something
you 'd do any
way when you

Meets second and
fourth Thursday
evenlnx each
month st W. O. Vt. hall. Visiting
FOR RENT Suite of rooms in mod
brothers
em home, also single room; cannot Davis. cordially Invited. Howard T
Dictator; P. A, Linn 8ecreury.
rent to consumptives. 1034 Eighth
E.
i.
ROSENWALD
LODGE NO. 641
street. Phone Main 60S.
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every flrat Tnea
day of the month in the vestry rooms
uf Temple Montefiore at t o'clock a
m. Visiting brothers are
cordially in
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charlae
WANTED A man to take charge of
our business in Las Vegas and vicin Greenclay, Secretary.
Mrs. Benham Do you believe that
ity. Splendid proposition. Bond re MODERN
WOODMEN OF AMERICA
odd numbers are lucky?
quired. Write Grand Union Tea
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Benham Not when I remember that
Colorado Springs, Colo,
Company,
Love at Woodmen of the World ball,
you and I are one.
for particulars.
on the second and fourth Mondays oi
each
month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
NAME QUEERED HIM
WANTED Experienced cook. Apply
G. Laemmle, Clerk; 8. W
Sonsul;
1053 Eighth street.
Local Deputy. Yisitlni
Montague,
are
members
especially welcooe and
WANTED
Man to tafce contract
invited.
cordially
drag highway from Las Vegas to
point on the Mora road. See TailKNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUN.
pert.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
WANTED Competent cook. Apply ourth Thursday in O. R. C. hall,
Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr., 506 Columbia Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
avenue.
G K.: Frauk
Angel, F. S.
WANTED
Reliable girl for general
housework. 725 Sixth street
--

:"T'fr

(

Depart
1:36 a. ih

EMPRESS
FLOUR

month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
r . ii
iaaies always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,
President: A. D. Tillman
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
TOR RENT Modern furnished house
U8 jackson avenue: Z. W. Montnimn
for the summer; terms reasonable Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth
street,
918 Fourth street.
cast uet Vegas, N. M.

DIDN'T

av

,

elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-i- f you use

-

() 7
()
()

2:08

For YOU!

Reggy Every time I aw
her she invites me to sit on a wicket!
old wocking chair. Why do you aw100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12.00 KNIGHT8
AND LADIES OF SECUR.
suDnose she does that?
Money must accompany order. Will
ITY
COUNCIL
NO. 2390. MBfa tn
will
she
hopes you
Harry Probably
treat you right. Mrs. Maggie E. W. O. W. hall, Sixth
take a tumble.
'
street, on the
Stsvens, Humboldt, Kan.
first and third Mondavn nf

()

7

.. .

a

location.

o
o
o
o
o
C)
o
o
J
o
o
o

.

p. m..

West Bound
Arrive
. 1:10 p. m

NO.

For

FOR

The Optic Office

II.. .1:35

No.

-

i
.
vrftio
ntn' Maj.
.uuiiunj

I. O. O.
- - F.. LAS
4. Meets

evening at
their hall on Sixth street All
visiting No.
brethren Anritfnll..
. 6:35 a. m
mijiwi 10 attend. NO.
Friedenstine.
N.
. 4:20 p. m.....
No.
A.
Q.;
T.
Cssio
Rogers,
.
. 6:35 p. m
jmhuuu, oecretary; Karl No.
Wertz, Treasurer;
V. Hedgcoclt,
FOR SALE Dining table, carpet and
other household goods, at 810 Douglas avenue. Call after 5 pi m.
B. P. O. ELKS
Mot
"V
uuu
fourth Tuesday even In
f
FOR SALE White Leghorn and la month Elks" hom nn Ninii,
dian Runner Dick hatching eggs and Douglas avenue.
Visiting brothers
$1.00 per 14. Right now is tha time are cordially invited. Wm.
H. SpringThis
to set them. Phone Main 315. er, Exalted
Ruler; D. W. Condon,
North Eighth street. Koogler Bros. secretary.
call oi

o
o

To

LOCAL TIME CARD

Mrs. Knowsitt My dear, the piano
must be tuned in time for the musicals tomorrow night.
Mr. Knowsitt
the professor
play something from Wagner and they
won't know the difference.

JONES BOWERS MONUMENT CO
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
23 Tears practical Experience.
E. A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS

Lt

WANTED Clean cotton
Ort'e of"ce.

rag
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THE OPTIC WISHES 10 CIVE ONE OF. IIIESE SPLENDID HOUSEHOLD NECESSITIES 10 EVERY FMIILV
li) LAS VEGAS.

Arrangements have been made with the Las Vegas Light & Power Co., for the purchase of
these Irons and an ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE goes with every one of them.
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THINK of the hours you spent last summer, in a hot stuffy kitchen doing the family ironing.
THINK of the Cool Comfort in which you may spend like hours during the coming
months of warm weather by simply taking advantage of this

WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY

No tramping back and forth, many, many miles a year carrying loads of iron
No running out to the woodshed in all sorts of weather to lug in coal and
wood to keep a roaring fire in the kitchen stove.
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And in THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to use with a steady regular heat.
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Pay your subscription IN ADVANCE for one year at only

r,
K1' V

cri
I'

( n ) MM
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THE SAME PRICE YOU ARE PAYING BY THE WEEK OR MONTH, AND THE IRON IS YOURS.
This applies only to "Paid in Advance" subscriptions and all back
subscriptions must bo paid up in full.
I
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the OPTIC OFFICE at once, pay your subscription and get your iron
; your check 'and the iron will be delivered to your home.
'
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YOUNG CARROTS !
'
YOUNG ONIONS
LONG RED RADISHES
MOSS CURLED PARSLEY

Fanny's Melodrama

Trials of Alexander, Imp

Vifagraph

Large FLORIDA GRAPEFRUIT
CALIFORNIA GRAPEFRUIT
FANCY' WINESAP APPLES
BANANAS
NAVEL ORANGES

PIE PLANT'
YOUNG BEATS
YOUNG TURNIPS

The First Nu&et
2 Reel Eclair

!

FANCY BLACKBERRIES
FANCY STRAWBERRIES

'

LARGE CUCUMBERS
LONG HEAD LETTUCE

The Adventures of Kathljn
No. 9. 2ReelSeIig

Fresh Fruits

LOCAL

I

NEWS

Clailame-- -

BEECH NUT SLICED BACON

'

'

Light automobile lamps at 7: 17
.
clock this evening.

In one pound boxes It's
Delicious

"'

CABBAGE
BERMUDA ONIONS

SELF RISING BISCUIT FLOUR
It Is New It i Fine

FLORIPA CELERY

o'- -

It's almost time for that

Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. AdY.

SOUP BUNCHES

Mr. and Mrs. II. E. Fell

are

Spring honsecleaning.

the

proud parents of a baby girl born o
them Saturday evening.

,.

Stearns1 Store

A,

Finch's Goden W,eddlng Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

Let us furnish the materials that will lighten your
labor. Gold Dust

The Las Vegaa Motor Sales company
yesterday delivered to Sim Calley at
Wagoa Mound a new Ford automobile.

f) .VlllVIHtf-

There will be a meeting of the
school board tola evening at the city
hall. The" meeting is called for 8
'

SNOWDRIFT

"

o'clock.

r

-

Two cars "bf race horses 'passed
through Las "Vegas yesterday afteiv
noon enroute from Yappa, California,

j

to New Yorki.

WHAT IS IT?

.

Ami

or

Dutch

Cleanser

Sapolio

or any thing you wish can
be found any time at

John H. York's
Grocery and Bakery

This is your chance to get that electric iron"yu have been longing for.
Jack Lacroix of Denver has Secured One year's subscription to The Optic
a position with the Graaf and Hayward will get it for you.
company as a butcher, taking
the
Mn, and Mrs. Fred J. Geyer of
place of Joe Osburne, who resigned.
Springer are the parents of, a baby
born Saturday. Mr. Geyer
Kpifanio Gallegos has taken the po daughter,
resided
in Las Vegas. He
formerly
sition vacated by John Ensign as
has been a resident of Springer for the
driver for Gross, Kelly and Company.
Mr. fEnsign has resigned and will re- past three years.
side in Denver.
Hugh Calloway has sold.the fixtures
and
business of the, Bridge bar on
"Do it electrically" with one of
to B. Fv McGwire. It is
those Williams Electric Irons The Bridge street
not known whether Mr, McGuire will
Optic is giving to its subscribers. run
the establishment himself or lease
Read Page 7.
or sell it. Mr. Calloway says he ex
to secure a position as a travel
The Ladies' Guild of St. Paul's Me- pects
man.
ing
morial Episcopal church will meet
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at
A most successful event on the West
the home of Mrs. 13. L. Abbett, corner
side occurred last night when the Veof Fifth street and Washington
gas theater, owned by the Las Vegas
Amusement company, was opened. It
was necessary to give four performJames Johnsen, son of J, C. John-sen- ,,
ances to accommodate
the large
this morning made his first apthat
crowds
at
the new
appeared
pearance on the street following his
strenuous siege of illness. Mr. John-se- photoplay house.
has enjoyed an unusually speedy
On account of other worries, Harry
recovery.
Riede, the Aspen
Whirlwind, who
meets
in this city next
Duran
Young
Boots and shoes made to order,
Monday night, will be unable to.arrlve
fitted
cripples
perfectly. Repairing. in this
city before Wednesday, He
I have
my shop at 621
will take up training at that time.
Sixth street and invite all my old
customers as well as new to call. Joe Duran began heavy work yesterday
and will continue for the rest of the
Martin. Adv.

ASM YOUR GROCER
Not "Heavier Than Air"
but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of it and see how
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than, other
high class flours but is worth
more as- no other is fully
equal to it. Order a sack

o

Bon

or

A Williams electric Iron with an
Al guarantee will be given with each
subscription td The Optic paid one
year In advance."

It is the highest grade of shortening that can be produced

( JW

a meeting which will be attended by

The Vegas Theatre

Photoplay
TENDER STRING BEA.N9
TENDER ASPARAGUS
' YOUNG SPINACH
FRESH TOMATOES
HEAD LETTUCE

This evening at the O. R. C. hall
the Fraternal Brotherhood will hold

TONIGHT

Extra loof! Pnrke
Fresh Vegetables

MAY 4, 1914.

MONDAY,

n

-

Las Vegas Roller Mills

week.

On account of the removal from the
Whall the Knights and Ladies
Of Security 'will not meet as usual, tonight, but will hold their next regular
meeting on the Third Tuesday of this
L.
momth in the O. R. C.hail.
Freeman, Pres.

N.
Jefferson Reynolds, President. ;
E. D. Ray nolcis, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President
Hallet Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Casbier.

a

.

'

'

"

" '' "a

A''"--'-

'

Juan 'Martinez, employed

the best

of

weather conditions
yesterday attracted numerous Las Ve
gans to the mountains, and the number
at El Porvenir exceeded, that of any
former Sunday this year. From 'now
on until the latter part of October
that part of the county will be visited
frequently by people not only from
this city but from all over the state
and other states.
Ralph B. Grimes, a resident of this
city for a short time, died Saturday
morning following an illness that cov
ered several months, at bis residence
on Seventh strset. He was 33 years
of age and was a former resident of
Chicago, where he was employed by
a large bonding; house as a salesman
He is survived bp kis wife. The body,
accompanied by Mrs. Grimes, was sent
to Moline, 111., Saturday evening and
burial will occur at that place.. The
body was sent away by J, C. Johnsen
"
and Son. ;

tV"

BEN COLES GOT IT
Saturday afternoon Chief of Police
Ben Coles was notified by Chief of
Police Thomas McMillin of Albuiqtter- que tnat a watch had been stolen
from an Albuquerque woman in So

corro. The timepiece disappeared two
weeka ago during"1 the stay in Socorro
of the carnlvaf "that 'visft'etf Las Vegas
last week. Chief McMillin gave Chief
Coles the description of the watch and
Saturday evening it was dispatched
to Albuquerque by the local officer.
The watch was found at one of the
stands where watcbeS were given
away when a person chanced to ring
the right knife.
The man in charge
of the stand told Chief Coles that the
watch had been found under the ferris
wheel at Socorro and- - that from all
that he knew it had not been stolen.
Chief Coles was satisfied to get the
iwatch, which was valued at about $35,
and did not push the case farther.
This is but one of the numerous leases
in which Chief Coles has proved his
ability as an officer. Chief McMillin
of Albuquerque holds a high opinion
of Coles, and frequently has congratulated Las Vegas on having such a valuable officer.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank those who were

THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIRES, SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES IN THE CITY

ALI' REPAIR WORK
GUARANTEED

LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK

LAS VEGAS

1QT0R CAR CO,

FORMERLY
LAS'VEGAS

i

.'

fC--

SALES

C02PJ

I

TIRES ADfFTDBES

Ehe be

onthse market today see us.
MHlerNon-Skior plain thread. MicheJin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
n

ALL WOKK DONE AT OUR

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
DO NOT WAIT TO SAVE MONEY
To have that Happy Home.

so kind to us during the sickness and
death of our beloved wife and mother.
Also the choir, and for the many
floral offerings. S. F. Ilemler, Mr.
and Mrs. Harry C. Johnson.
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
34 tli season of this famous

carry

Let us help you

loifNow.

moun-

Our easy payment
plan will get the very
things you want, vrith
out your missing the
money. - - - , - -

tain resort. Carriage out every Saturday morning, returning following
Friday; charge, including passage
both ways $10. Special rates for longer time. Address East Las Vegas,
cox a. ieave orders at Murphey s
or Plaza hotel. Adv.
MEXICAN REFUGEES CELEBRATE
El Paso, Tex., May 4, The. 5,000
Mexican refugees at Fort Blisa are
making preparation's' "for the' fobserv- -

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON

snce tomorrow of their great'1 national
holiday, "EI Cinco de Mayo." The day
is the anniversary of the triumph of
the Mexican army over the French
troops in the battle of Puebla, which
was really th birth of the "republican
government of Mexico-.- ' ' '' "
PEACE CONGRESS ASSEMBLES

COMPLETE

HOME

FURNISHERS"

THE OlLDftRELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

Springfield, Mass., May 4. Severe
crltlcism-o- f the national administration
for its course In the Mexican situation
is expected in addresses and papers
to be presented at' the state peace4
which assembled in this city
congress,
years.
el: "Walt!" When the car had been today for a two days session.
Lino Romero, formerly employed at brought to a stop the "flagger" said,
a match?
the Nolette barber shop, is now run "Have either of you fellows
'
COLORADO
out."
has
My
pipe
gone
HAVE
near
the Hotel Romaine.
ning a shop
! business with one
Mr. Rotn. ro b
n
During the past two days a number
chair a month ago, but reecntly
the shop of Demetrlo Rivera on of automobile touristB have passed
However, the L.
i west side and is now working through Las Vegas.
D. BLAUVELT OF DENVER AND
larger part of the tourists were bound
llivee chairs.
SALT LAKE LINE LOOKS FOR
from California rather than for that
PROSPERITY
The board of county commissioners place. By the end of this month the
met in regular session this morning. tourist travel will be at its best and
That Colorado will Save a bumper
Routine business was transacted, after from estimates given, the probable
this year was a statement of L.
crop
the board had listened to a report number of tourists that will use the D.
Blauvelt,
chief engineer for the
Santa
be
will
from the couty road board to the ef
close Denver &
Fe trail this year
Salt Lake Railway company
fect that the new tractor had arrived to 10.000. .
line, or the Moffat road, who passed
arid was dn service and doing good
the city today ,in private busthrough
work. The oommisslonera were, in
Last night, about H o'clock the car- iness car "Marcia"
on his way from
' nival of the National Amusement com- Denver to Los
session again this afternoon.
Angelest
pany began breaking camp and by
Mr. Blauvelt stated that regardless
W. P. Southard kindly has given the this
morning the entire show bad been of what possible effect the new tariff
Ladies" Guild of St. Paul's church per- loaded on
freight cars. The carnival regulations may have on the sugar
mission to use the office of the Las will show In Springer for five days beet
industry, Colorado will have more
Vegas Light and Power company Sat- and then go to Dawson for a week's acreage and more
beets than ever this Blauvelt stated that In his opinion ail
TAX NOTICE
urday afternoon for a bakery sale. The stay. Following this it will play in year, and that in
every other line trouble would soon be under complete
guild always has the best of cooked Raton and continue through Colorado. that etate will exceed'
Oa
the first day of May, the second
any former year control with the federal troops, on the
foods, the members toeing famous The management of the company said for crops.; Mr. Blauvelt
stated that ground. 11b said that la his opinicf half of the 1913 taxes will become
manipulators of yeast, dough and. ov- this morning that despite: disagreeable there has been considerable moisture the strike in the central
part of the duo. All taxes not paid before Jun
ens.
On the same afternoon
Mr weather conditions during its stay already this year, which is an assurwould soon cease, tout concerning 1 wra be subject to a penalty.
state
Southard will have a demonstration of herp, the carnival had enjoyed a good ance of a good crop.
the southern districts little could be
EUGENIO ROMERO,
electric cooking utensils.- - Adv.
business.- Jtl regard to the strike situation Mn said.
'
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G. Murphey drug store,' has resigned,
Mr. Martinez will take a position as
manager of a liquor house that Is to be j.Two' prominent" citizens, hurrying
started on Bridge street by Charles along in an automobile to fulfill a
business' engagement, were stopped
Iieenclay. He'has been' employed by
G. Murphey for "the "past
seven the other day by a third man, who
waved his hands in the air and shouts
'
; -J '
"

FIRST NATIONAL BAiIIi

In every department
axe prepared

the

"at

LIVERY 5xnd REPAIRING

--

E, T, Plowman, superintendent of
the Harvey houses for the western division, has written friends in this city
that he vill remain at Demlng for
some time. Mr. Plowman has not of
ficially returned to his duties as superintendent, and while in Demlng will
act as manager during the vacation of
the regular, manager.

W. O.

AUTOMOBILE

State Manager Harry U. Boyer and
Mrs. Boyer and Lodge Deputy T. A.
DImond. All members of the lodge
are asked to be present. Following
the regular business session there
will be dancing and refreshments will
11
be served.
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Evcxporeted Raspberries
Just Received
THE GRAAF & HAYVAnD CO. STORE

1

Gross, ICelly & Co.
Sole Agents

